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Abstract

Statistical machine learning becomes a more important workload for computing systems than ever before. Probabilistic computing is a popular approach in statistical machine learning, which solves problems by iteratively generating samples from parameterized distributions. As an alternative to Deep Neural Networks, probabilistic computing provides conceptually simple, compositional, and interpretable models. However, probabilistic algorithms are often considered too slow on the conventional processors due to sampling overhead to 1) computing the parameters of a distribution and 2) generating samples from the parameterized distribution. A specialized architecture is needed to address both the above aspects.

In this dissertation, we claim a specialized architecture is necessary and feasible to efficiently support various probabilistic computing problems in statistical machine learning, while providing high-quality and robust results.

We start with exploring a probabilistic architecture to accelerate Markov Random Field (MRF) Gibbs Sampling by utilizing the quantum randomness of optical-molecular devices—Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) networks. We provide a macro-scale prototype, the first such system to our knowledge, to experimentally demonstrate the capability of RET devices to parameterize a distribution and run a real application. By doing a quantitative result quality analysis, we further reveal the design issues of an existing RET-based probabilistic computing unit (1st-gen RSU-G) that lead to unsatisfactory result quality in some applications. By explora-
ing the design space, we propose a new RSU-G microarchitecture that empirically achieves the same result quality as 64-bit floating-point software, with the same area and modest power overheads compared with 1st-gen RSU-G. An efficient stochastic probabilistic unit can be fulfilled using RET devices.

The RSU-G provides high-quality true Random Number Generation (RNG). We further explore how quality of an RNG is related to application end-point result quality. Unexpectedly, we discover the target applications do not necessarily require high-quality RNGs—a simple 19-bit Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) does not degrade end-point result quality in the tested applications. Therefore, we propose a Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) with a simple pseudo RNG that achieves equivalent function to RSU-G but maintains the benefit of a CMOS digital circuit.

The above results bring up a subsequent question: are we confident to use a probabilistic accelerator with various approximation techniques, even though the end-point result quality ("accuracy") is good in tested benchmarks? We found current methodologies for evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators are often incomplete, mostly focusing only on end-point result quality ("accuracy") but omitting other important statistical properties. Therefore, we claim a probabilistic architecture should provide some measure (or guarantee) of statistical robustness. We take a first step toward defining metrics and a methodology for quantitatively evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators. We propose three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. We apply our framework to a representative MCMC accelerator (SPU) and surface design issues that cannot be exposed using only application end-point result quality. Finally, we demonstrate the benefits of this framework to guide design space exploration in a case study showing that statistical robustness comparable to floating-point software can be achieved with limited precision, avoiding floating-point hardware overheads.
To my beloved parents and wife Zhan Zhang.
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Over the past decades, computing systems have been evolving rapidly with the constant battle between the trend of providing general-purpose processors (standardization) and application-specific accelerators (specialization). Starting from 1947, the cyclical 10-year alternation of standardization and specialization in the semiconductor industry is known as Makimoto’s Wave [85]—another influential law beyond Moore’s Law. The pendulum is swinging toward specialization in the recent decade due to the end of CMOS scaling and the wave of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning [50], bringing both enormous challenges and opportunities on computing systems to support large scale applications. In particular, most of the specialized accelerators target deep learning applications (a.k.a., Deep Neural Networks). Examples of tide players include TPU [58], NVDLA [110], DianNao [20], and an NPU [29].

Despite great efforts on Deep Neural Networks accelerators, insufficient attention has been drawn on accelerating other statistical machine learning approaches, especially on probabilistic computing (or probabilistic algorithms). Statistical machine learning often utilizes probabilistic algorithms to solve various high-dimensional prob-
lems, such as computer vision [35], robotics [45], natural language processing [31],
global health [44], and wireless communications [46], by iteratively generating sam-
pies from parameterized distributions. Compared with other deterministic algo-
rithms which usually require complex mathematical gymnastics, probabilistic al-
gorithms are conceptually simple and enable the potential to provide generalized
frameworks to solve wider types of problems, and sometimes are the only viable
approach, such as when a problem dimension is high or when a deterministic solu-
tion is intractable. As an alternative or complement to Deep Neural Networks, the
probabilistic approach provides easier access to interpreting why a given result is
obtained [39] through their model transparency and statistical properties. Industry
envisions that “probabilistic computing will lead to significant improvements in the
reliability, security, serviceability and performance of AI systems” [96].

Unfortunately, probabilistic algorithms can be inefficient on conventional proces-
sors. Probabilistic algorithms usually require repeatedly generating samples. For
example, Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) takes hundreds or thousands
of iterations to converge to an acceptable result for complex problems, each of which
involves generating many samples in the inner loop [121]. The sampling process in-
cludes two steps: 1) computing the parameters of a distribution to sample from (e.g.,
the decay rate of an exponential distribution, or entries of a discrete distribution); 2)
generating samples from the parameterized distribution. Both steps are inner-loop
computation, involve complicated arithmetic and transcendental functions, and need
to be addressed to efficiently support probabilistic algorithms. A general-purpose
CPU takes at least hundreds of cycles to generate a simple distribution (e.g., 167
cycles for an exponential distribution, step-2 only), thus not efficient for sampling.
Although a general-purpose GPU has the potential to exploit the native parallelisms
in some probabilistic models, its performance and power efficiency remains to be
evaluated.
Therefore, we claim the following: a specialized architecture is necessary and feasible to efficiently support various probabilistic computing problems in statistical machine learning, while providing high-quality and robust results. To verify this statement, we ask and answer two major questions in four subsequent works:

- **Question I:** *what is the appropriate architecture of a stochastic processing unit to efficiently support probabilistic computing?* The stochastic nature of probabilistic algorithms requires efficient sample generation from target distributions, whereas current CMOS digital circuits are intrinsically deterministic. The first work explores the feasibility and design space of a stochastic processing unit using a type of optical-molecular device called Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) networks [141]. A RET network has the potential to generate high-quality quantum randomness from various distributions. We find an acceleration unit (the new RSU-G [149]) is feasible and competitive to accelerate 1st-Order Markov Random Field (MRF) Gibbs Sampling, one of the popular Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. The second work further investigates the necessity of using high-quality Random Number Generation (RNG) by quantitatively evaluating end-point result quality of tested applications. Surprisingly, we discover the RET circuits can be replaced with a simple CMOS RNG without reducing result quality. A CMOS stochastic processing unit (SPU) is available to provide similar efficiency as RSU-G with the benefit of a pure-CMOS digital circuit.

- **Question II:** *what methodology should we use to evaluate correctness of a probabilistic accelerator?* A probabilistic accelerator often uses approximation techniques (e.g., reduced precision, truncation, and simple RNGs) to maximize efficiency. A methodology is needed to evaluate whether those approximations jeopardize correctness of results. The third work points out the limitations...
of using current methodologies that mostly only focus on the application end-point results and omit other important statistical properties for a probabilistic architecture. We propose a three-pillar framework that collectively and comprehensively evaluates statistical robustness of a probabilistic accelerator beyond end-point result quality. The framework surfaces the design issues of the previous SPU that cannot be found only using end-point result quality. Finally, the fourth work shows a case study on using the three-pillar framework to guide robust hardware design.

The following sections summarize each work and its contributions.

1.1 An MRF Gibbs Sampling Unit Using Emerging Technology

The increasing difficulty in leveraging CMOS scaling for improved performance places importance on exploring alternative technologies. A promising technique is to exploit the physical properties of devices to specialize in certain computations. A recently proposed approach uses molecular-scale optical devices (RET networks) [141] to construct a RET-based Sampling Unit (RSU-G) [142] to accelerate sampling from parameterized probability distributions. Sampling is an important component of many algorithms, including statistical machine learning. The previously proposed RSU-G (1st-gen RSU-G) focuses on Gibbs Sampling using MCMC solvers for Markov Random Field (MRF) Bayesian Inference, providing 21-84× speedups as a discrete accelerator over a Titan X GPU [142].

An experimental demonstration is needed to show the operation of a theoretically promising RSU-G. This work first introduces a macro-scale prototype to demonstrate a RET network’s ability to parameterize a distribution and to solve real a probabilistic computing problem. The macro-scale prototype is a close-looped system consisting of a PC, an FPGA, laser settings, and single chromophore RET network samples.
The prototype shows: 1) the ability to parameterize pairwise relative probabilities within 10% error when the ratio is below 30, and 24% for higher ratios up to 255; 2) the ability to run a simple foreground-background image segmentation using MRF Gibbs Sampling. Setting up the prototype as a true RNG without post-processing passes 165/188 items in NIST statistical randomness test. The work further explores the relationship between application result quality and RSU-G designs. By quantitatively analyzing the result quality across three computer vision applications (stereo vision with 3 inputs, motion estimation with 3 inputs, and image segmentation with 30 inputs), we find 1st-gen RSU-G [142] lacks both sufficient precision and dynamic range in key design parameters, which limits the overall result quality compared to software-only MCMC implementations. Naively scaling the problematic parameters to increase precision and dynamic range consumes too much area and power. Using our developed RSU-G simulator, we identify four key RSU-G design parameters and explore how each of these parameters influences the result quality. We arrive at a new RSU-G design with four major circuit/microarchitecture changes: 1) improved dynamic range, 2) a new RET circuit and peripheral circuits, 3) supporting multiple energy functions for more applications, and 4) efficient probability conversion. The new RSU-G keeps the same architectural interface as the previous design except for an additional support for simulated annealing and achieves the comparable result quality to 64-bit floating-point (FP64) results. The new design incurs $1.27 \times$ power and equivalent area, while maintaining the significant speedups of 1st-gen RSU-G and supporting a wider set of applications.

1.2 A CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit

The new RSU-G is by all means promising except the optical-molecular device requires an additional back end of line process during CMOS fabrication, increasing manufacturing costs. Therefore, we explore the feasibility of a pure CMOS sampling
unit equivalent to RSU-G. One favorable property of RSU-G is the high-quality true randomness from quantum states of RET networks, which in theory guarantees unrepeatable and unpredictable samples. Without RET circuits, the randomness needs to be provided by a CMOS RNG. A deterministic CMOS digital circuit only provides pseudo randomness without an external entropy source. The key question is do we actually need a true RNG for our target applications? If not, what RNGs are enough to provide good result quality?

We evaluate six different RNGs (8-bit, 16-bit, 19-bit Linear-Feedback Shift Register, Mersenne-Twister 19937, and Intel DRNG with pseudo and true randomness) on motion estimation and stereo vision in floating-point precision. Unexpectedly, we discover a simple 19-bit Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) is enough to provide good application end-point result quality, and using more complicated RNGs does not further improve the results. We observe notable drops in quality if using lower quality RNGs than a 19-bit LFSR. The result indicates designing an efficient CMOS sampling unit equivalent to RSU-G is feasible. Therefore, we propose a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) by replacing the molecular-optical device with a CMOS discrete sampler. The CMOS SPU design provides flexibility to be deployed on an FPGA or fabricated in an ASIC. The SPU optimized for FPGA achieves at least 3× faster in performance and 33.7× less in memory compared with an HLS baseline with FP32 probability, indicating a human-designed architecture is needed to improve efficiency. The ASIC SPU design with a simple 19-bit LFSR avoids area/power overhead of a complex RNG and saves 33% in area and 57% in power, compared with RSU-G. Note that the SPU results do not preclude other potential benefits of true RNG in RSU-G such as unpredictable seeds, which is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
1.3 Statistical Robustness

The above two works indicate our proposed probabilistic architectures can achieve good application end-point result quality even with aggressive hardware approximations. Can we safely conclude the architectures are correct and robust?

Many specialized probabilistic accelerators utilize approximation techniques to improve the hardware efficiency [9, 16, 67, 79, 84, 87, 100], such as reducing bit representation, truncating small values to zero, or simplifying RNGs. Understanding the influence of these approximations on the application results is crucial to provide correct execution of target algorithms. A common approach is comparing the end-point result quality (“accuracy”) against accurately-measured or hand-labeled ground-truth data using community-standard benchmarks and metrics: the hardware execution is considered to be correct if it provides comparable “accuracy” to the software-only implementations that do not have these approximations. We use this approach in our first and second works like most other previous architecture works.

However, we further figure out in the domain of probabilistic algorithms correctness is defined by more than the end-point result of executing the algorithm, and includes additional statistical properties that convey uncertainty and interpretability about the end-point results. End-point “accuracy” is necessary but not sufficient to claim correctness. Current methodologies for evaluating probabilistic accelerators are often incomplete or adhoc in evaluating correctness, focusing only on end-point result quality (“accuracy”) or limited statistical properties. Failure to adequately account for domain-defined correctness can have adverse or catastrophic outcomes, such as a surgeon failing to completely remove a tumor due to incorrect uncertainty in a segmented image [22, 97]. It is important for hardware designers and domain experts to look beyond end-point “accuracy” and be aware of the impact of archi-
tectural optimizations on other statistical properties.

This work takes a first step toward defining metrics and a methodology for quantitatively evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators beyond end-point result quality. We propose three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. Each pillar has at least one quantitative empirical metric: Effective Sample Size (ESS) for sampling quality; Gelman-Rubin’s \( \hat{R} \) and convergence percentage for convergence diagnostic; Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) for goodness of fit. These pillars do not require ground-truth data and collectively enable comparison of specialized hardware to 64-bit floating-point (FP64) software. We expose several challenges with naively applying existing popular metrics for our purposes, including: high dimensionality of the target applications, and random variables with zero empirical variance. Therefore, we modify the existing methodologies for sampling quality and convergence diagnostic, and propose a new metric (convergence percentage) for convergence diagnostic.

The three pillars can inform end-users by characterizing existing hardware. As a case study, we demonstrate the framework in a representative probabilistic MCMC accelerator—the SPU proposed in our second work—and show that 1) end-point result quality alone is insufficient, particularly for predicting outcome for previously unseen inputs; 2) FP64 is insufficient as ground-truth since in some cases more limited precision can produce more accurate end-point results based on labeled data; 3) the accelerator achieves the same application end-point result quality as the FP64 software, confirming the previous work, but has compromised ESS and convergence percentage results. The analysis reveals that applications need to run \( 2 \times \) more iterations on the accelerator to achieve the same statistical robustness as FP64, reducing the accelerator’s effective speedup by \( 2 \times \).
1.4 Design Space Exploration with Statistical Robustness

The above work shows that architectural optimizations might have a negative influence on the statistical robustness, even though producing comparable end-point results to FP64 software. Can we achieve desirable end-point result quality and statistical robustness without the commensurate overhead of FP64?

To find an answer, we demonstrate the benefits of using the proposed framework to guide design space exploration on the SPU. The design space exploration exposes the design trade-offs between statistical robustness and area/power with the following key results: 1) a simple 19-bit LFSR with 12-bit RNG outputs does not reduce the statistical robustness or result quality across all design points; 2) considerable improvement in statistical robustness, comparable to the FP64 software, can be achieved by slightly increasing the bit precision from 4 to 6 and removing an approximation technique, with only $1.20 \times$ area and $1.10 \times$ power overhead. The expected 21-84× speedups can therefore be achieved with no additional iterations.

1.5 Organization of Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces motivation and necessary background. Chapter 3 presents the experimental demonstration and architectural exploration on an efficient sampling unit with emerging technology (RSU-G). Chapter 4 evaluates RNGs’ influence on the application end-point result quality and presents a CMOS stochastic processing unit (SPU). Chapter 5 provides a methodology for statistical robustness and presents a case study on characterizing the SPU using the proposed methodology. Chapter 6 performs design space exploration using the proposed methodology. Chapter 7 reviews related work. Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation and provides future directions. The main content of this dissertation is also available elsewhere: [142] (Section 7), [149], and [150].
This chapter introduces background in probabilistic statistical machine learning and our motivation for providing specialized architectures to accelerate probabilistic algorithms. We first introduce basic concepts in probabilistic statistical machine learning, which includes probabilistic algorithms, methods to solve problems by iteratively sampling from distributions, and probabilistic models, methods to represent problems as probability distributions. In this dissertation, we focus on First-Order Markov Random Field (1st-Order MRF) as the Probabilistic Graphical Model and Gibbs Sampling as the probabilistic algorithm. We introduce three computer vision applications that can be solved by 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling: image segmentation, motion estimation, and stereo vision. We use these applications as evaluation benchmarks in the following chapters. By profiling sample generation using C++ STL library and a C++ image segmentation application, we found a specialized architecture needs to accelerate both steps of the sampling process—parameterizing a distribution and drawing samples from the parameterized distribution—to provide notable speedups.
2.1 Probabilistic Statistical Machine Learning

2.1.1 Probabilistic Algorithms

Probabilistic algorithms are used in many statistical machine learning applications for the simplicity and generality [102,104]. Many of those applications use Bayesian Inference as their framework, which learns information from the combination of prior beliefs and observed data. Suppose $\theta$ is the latent random variable of interest in an application. In Bayesian Inference, we are interested in estimating $\theta$ given the observed data $X$. Both $\theta$ and $X$ can be scalars or vectors. The posterior distribution $p(\theta|X)$ is given by Bayes’ rule in Equation 2.1, where $p(\theta)$ is prior distribution, corresponding to the prior beliefs, and $p(X|\theta)$ is likelihood, corresponding to the observed data. The denominator is considered as a normalization constant to make $p(\theta|X)$ a valid probability.

$$p(\theta|X) = \frac{p(X|\theta)p(\theta)}{\sum_\theta p(X|\theta)p(\theta)}$$ (2.1)

In most cases, the posterior distribution is primarily used to evaluate the expectation of a function $f(\theta)$ with respect to a posterior distribution (Equation 2.2), where the integral becomes a summation in discrete cases. Analytically calculating the exact result of this expectation can be intractable or complex.

$$\mathbb{E}[f(\theta)] = \int f(\theta)p(\theta|X)d\theta$$ (2.2)

An alternative approach is using sampling method. By drawing multiple samples of $\theta$ from $p(\theta|X)$, the expectation can be estimated by Equation 2.3, where the estimation gets close to the true expectation when $N$ is large.

$$\hat{f}(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} f(\theta^l)$$ (2.3)
Several basic sampling methods, such as rejection sampling and importance sampling, work well for low-dimensional problems, but become significantly inefficient when the problem dimensionality grows due to “the curse of dimensionality” [13].

One approach to address this issue is called Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. The basic idea is constructing a Markov Chain with the stationary distribution that is equivalent to the desired distribution and iteratively generating samples from this Markov Chain. A Markov Chain consists a state space $\mathcal{S} = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_L\}$, where each state $s_i$ corresponds to a parameter value of $\theta_i$ in Bayesian Inference. The transition matrix $P$ contains the probabilities of one state moving to another state at any time. The probability vector $\nu = [\nu_1, \nu_2, ..., \nu_L]$ denotes the probabilities of current state is in $s_i$ respectively. If the detailed balance is satisfied, the probability vector converges to a unique stationary distribution $\nu^*$ such that $\lim_{T \to \infty} P^T \nu = \nu^*, \forall \nu$. Sampling on the Markov Chain is equivalent to sampling on the stationary distribution, regardless of the initial state [103].

One of the most commonly used MCMC methods is Metropolis Hastings algorithm. To draw a sample from the desired distribution, Metropolis Hastings starts from an initial valid state and iteratively moves between the states. In each iteration, it randomly generates a proposed move from the current state. This proposal is randomly accepted by a probability called acceptance ratio, which is determined by the current state and the input data. After adequate iterations, it outputs all or a subset of accepted states as samples, depending on sample quality requirements from different applications.

We can apply a special case of Metropolis Hastings algorithm, called Gibbs Sampling (Algorithm 2.1), when analytical forms of full-conditional distributions are available. Consider in Metropolis Hastings the generated samples are drawn from the joint distribution of $\theta = \{\theta_1, \theta_2, ..., \theta_L\}$. If analytical forms of full-conditional $p(\theta_i|\{\theta_j \neq i\}, X)$ are available, we can effectively sample from the joint distribution by
Algorithm 2.1: Gibbs Sampling

Input: data $X$; initial state $\theta^0 = \{\theta^0_1, \theta^0_2, ..., \theta^0_L\}$

for each iteration $t \in \{1, 2, ..., T\}$ do
  for each $i$ do
    Compute full-conditional $p(\theta_i^t | \theta_{\neq i}^{t-1}, X)$
    Draw sample $\theta_i^t \sim p(\theta_i^t | \theta_{\neq i}^{t-1}, X)$
    Update $\theta_i^{t-1} = \theta_i^t$
  end
  Record $\theta^t$
end

Output: all or a subset of $\{\theta^1, \theta^2, ..., \theta^T\}$

iteratively sampling from the full-conditional distributions using the following steps:
1) set a random initial state $\theta^0$; 2) for each $i$ and iteration $t$, draw samples $\theta_i^t$ from $p(\theta_i^t | \theta_{\neq i}^{t-1}, X)$; 3) update the state of $\theta_i$ to the latest sample value ($\theta_i^{t-1} = \theta_i^t$); 4) iterate step 2 and 3 until converged or the sufficient number of samples obtained.

An output sample $\theta^t$ is the combination of samples $\theta_i^t$ for all $i$. Unlike Metropolis Hastings, Gibbs Sampling accepts every proposed sample (i.e., acceptance ratio is always 1). Note that keeping $\theta_i$ most updated in step 3 is crucial to maintain Markov property and good sampling quality, although creating strict dependencies between samples.

2.1.2 Probabilistic Graphical Models

Recall probabilistic algorithms solve problems by sampling on the target distributions. The key to applying probabilistic algorithms then is representing problems as probability distributions. This is, however, not usually straightforward especially for problems with high dimensions or complicated structures, such as computer vision [35] and medical record mining [38]. Probabilistic Graphical Models [68] provide a convenient way to represent probability distributions by describing the structural relationship between random variables via graphs. The vertices of a graph represent random variables and the edges represent the relationship between random variables.
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Vertices are connected by edges if random variables are dependent and disconnected otherwise. The probabilistic graphs can be directed such as Bayesian Networks, or undirected such as Markov Random Fields (a.k.a., Markov Networks).

This dissertation focuses on First-Order Markov Random Field (1st-Order MRF), an undirected probabilistic model that assumes the value of a random variable is only dependent on its four direct neighbors (left, right, up, and down) in a two-dimensional grid and is conditionally independent on all other random variables. Consider each random variable is discrete and randomly picked from several possible label values. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the dependency of a random variable in 1st-Order MRF. The model provides embarrassingly high parallelism since independent labels can be simultaneously evaluated in a checkerboard manner. Grey and white labels can be updated in parallel respectively. Since full-conditional distributions are available, the model can be solved by Gibbs Sampling. Many applications can apply 1st-MRF Gibbs Sampling [36,106], such as computer vision [35,72], statistical physics [99], and signal processing [67]. Section 2.2 describes three representative computer vision applications solved by 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling.
while(not converged):
for each pixel:
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2) randomly assign new labels based on the probabilities

**1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling:**

while(not converged):
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**Figure 2.2:** Computer vision applications (image segmentation, motion estimation, and stereo vision) using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling

### 2.2 Representative Applications

This section introduces three computer vision applications that can be solved by 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling: image segmentation [35, 130], motion estimation [69], and stereo vision [11]. We use these applications as evaluation benchmarks in the following chapters. Figure 2.2 shows the high-level steps (1 and 2) to solve these problems. The applications share the same process in step-2, but have different energy functions in step-1 and different temperature annealing schedule if using simulated annealing—a technique to converge to an exact result faster. The label of each application represents different semantics. The result of motion estimation (motion vectors) is color-coded. The rest of this section describes these applications in detail.
2.2.1 Image Segmentation

**Algorithm 2.2:** Image segmentation using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling with simulated annealing

**Data:** image $I$, each pixel $I_{x,y} \in \{0, 1, ..., 255\}$

**Input:** $n$ labels $\ell$ to segment $I$; Initial label values $L^0$; initial temperature $T_0$; Simulated annealing rate $k$;

**for each iteration** $t < MAX \_ITERATION$ **do**

**for each pixel** $(x, y)$ **do**

**for each possible label** $l_i$ **do**

**Calculate energy:**

$$E(l_i) = \alpha (I_{x,y} - l_i)^2 + \beta \sum_r \delta(L^t_r, l_i)$$

$$\delta(L^t_r, l_i) = \begin{cases} 0 & L^t_r = l_i \cr 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

$$p_s(l_i) = \exp \left( \frac{-E(l_i)}{T^t} \right)$$

end

Generate a sample $l_s$ from $\{l_0, l_1, ..., l_{n-1}\}$ following the discrete distribution: $l_s \sim \{p_s(l_0), p_s(l_1), ..., p_s(l_{n-1})\}$

Update label $L^t_{x,y} = l_s$

end

**Update temperature:** $T^{t+1} = kT^t$

end

**Output:** final labels $L^{MAX \_ITERATION}$

Image segmentation partitions a single image into multiple segments for further analysis. Each of segment usually has common features such as color, grayscale, or textures. We can solve image segmentation using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling [35,130] by considering the segment of each pixel as a random variable. The detailed procedure is provided in Algorithm 2.2. Figure 2.3 shows applying 1st-Order MRF on a two-label image segmentation. The image is partitioned into the foreground (the chapel) and background (the sky). Given the image data, initial label values, and application parameters, the algorithm iteratively processes the image pixel by pixel. For each pixel $(x, y)$, it evaluates the probabilities of picking each possible labels. A possible label $l_i$ represents a segment in grayscale that the current pixel possibly belongs to (e.g., foreground or background). As shown in Figure 2.3, the
The label value of current pixel only depends on the data (singleton)—the image grayscale of current pixel $I_{x,y}$—and the label values $L^t_r$ of its four direct neighbors (doubleton): $r \in \{(x-1,y), (x,y-1), (x+1,y), (x,y+1)\}$. A standard-form full-conditional energy function is then obtained by adding singleton, the squared difference between pixel grayscale and the possible label, to doubleton, the sum of binary differences between the possible label and neighbor labels. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the weights to decide whether the model pays more attention to singleton (image grayscales) or doubleton (smoothness among neighbors), learned during a training process. The energy $E(l_i)$ is then scaled by a temperature $T$ and exponentiated to a scaled probability $p_s(l_i)$. The above process corresponds to step-1 of the high-level sampling procedure. Once the probabilities of all possible labels are obtained, step-2 draws a sample from the computed discrete distribution and updates the label value of current pixel to the assigned sample. The outer loop applies simulated annealing (if available) at the end of each iteration and continues to proceed the image until convergence or a pre-defined maximum iteration is reached.

Note that the original mathematical representation of energy is written as Equation 2.4 [130] where $\alpha = 1/(2\sigma^2)$. We can omit the constant term $\ln(\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2})$ in actual energy computation since it cancels out in the later sampling process. It also applies
to motion estimation and stereo vision.

\[ E(l_i) = \ln(\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}) + \frac{(I_{x,y} - l_i)^2}{2\sigma^2} + \beta \sum_r \delta(L_r^i, l_i) \]  

(2.4)

We can optionally apply simulated annealing to converge to an exact result faster by strategically decreasing temperature \( T \) [35]. \( T \) is initially high so that every label has a similar probability of being selected. As \( T \) decreases, labels with the lowest energy are likely to be selected, eventually leading to convergence. Choosing the appropriate annealing schedule is critical and determined case-by-case [106]. The final labels after the last iteration are directly the output results. Alternatively, we can use a constant \( T \) throughout all iterations, where \( T \) is considered as a parameter obtained during model training. This pure-sampling method consistently generates Gibbs samples from the targeted distribution after a burn-in period. In the end, we can estimate the entire distribution of a pixel picking possible labels by collecting the latest \( N \) samples. An exact result can be obtained from the mode of the estimated distribution, the most frequent label. Overall, simulated annealing usually converges faster but pure-sampling provides an estimated distribution, containing important information on uncertainty and diagnostic. Our work in chapters 3 and 4 uses simulated annealing only in evaluation, and uses both simulated annealing and pure-sampling methods in chapters 5 and 6.

We use a subset of Berkeley Segmentation Database (BSD300) [90] as the evaluation dataset. We evaluate the result quality using BISIP [146], a widely-used evaluation package that provides four quantitative quality metrics: 1) Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI); 2) Variation of Information (VoI); 3) Global Consistency Error (GCE); 4) Boundary Displacement Error (BDE). Details of these 4 metrics can be found elsewhere [146].
Algorithm 2.3: Motion estimation using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling with simulated annealing

Data: Motion preceding frame $I^-$ and following frame $I^+$, each pixel $I_{x,y} \in \{0, 1, ..., 255\}$.

Input: $n$ labels $l_i = (\Delta x, \Delta y)$ to represent the displacement vector for each pixel from $I^-$ to $I^+$; initial label values $L^0$; initial temperature $T_0$; simulated annealing rate $k$;

for each iteration $t < \text{MAX}\_\text{ITERATION}$ do
  for each pixel $(x, y)$ do
    for each possible label $l_i$ do
      Calculate energy: $E(l_i) = \alpha (I_{x,y}^+ - I_{x,y}^-)^2 + \beta \sum_r ||L_r^t - l_i||^2$
      $p_s(l_i) = \exp(\frac{-E(l_i)}{T^t})$
    end
    Generate a sample $l_s$ from $\{l_0, l_1, ..., l_{n-1}\}$ following the discrete distribution: $l_s \sim \{p_s(l_0), p_s(l_1), ..., p_s(l_{n-1})\}$
    Update label $L_{x,y}^t = l_s$
  end
  Update temperature: $T^{t+1} = kT^t$
end
Output: final labels $L^{\text{MAX}\_\text{ITERATION}}$

2.2.2 Motion Estimation

Motion estimation (optical flow) estimates how objects move between two frames in a video. The data input is usually two consecutive frames of images: preceding frame $I^-$ and following frame $I^+$. The output result is a map of 2D displacement vectors, indicating how pixels move from a preceding frame to a following frame.

Algorithm 2.3 solves motion estimation using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling. The high-level procedure is similar to image segmentation but different in input data (a pair of frames instead of a single image), label representation, and energy function [69]. Figure 2.4 demonstrates how to apply 1st-Order MRF on motion input frames. In the inner loop of Gibbs Sampling, the algorithm evaluates every possible pixel location within a search window $r \times c$ in the following frame to which the current pixel in the preceding frame could move. The red pixel presents the current pixel and yellow pixels represent possible locations in Figure 2.4. A possible label
Figure 2.4: Motion estimation on 1st-Order MRF

\[ l_i = (\Delta x, \Delta y) \] is a vector of signed integers that a pixel could move relative to its current location. The label value of current pixel depends on the data values of both frames and the label values of four direct neighbors. The energy function accumulates singleton, the squared grayscale difference between the current pixel and the possible destination pixel, and doubleton, the sum of squared distance between the possible label and neighbor labels. Similar to image segmentation, we draw a sample from the computed distribution and update to the latest label. The simulated annealing schedule is the same as image segmentation with a different \( k \) value. The outer loop processes the frames until convergence or the maximum iteration is reached.

We use a subset of Middlebury motion estimation benchmarks [7] as our evaluation dataset and a common end-point error [7] as our result quality metric.

2.2.3 Stereo Vision

Stereo vision reconstructs the depth information of objects in an image pair by matching the corresponding pixels that represent the same objects. The input is a pair of images, left image \( I^L \) and right image \( I^R \), taken by a stereo camera. The output is a disparity map, indicating the depth of the corresponding objects in the image—a larger disparity indicates a closer object.

Algorithm 2.4 solves stereo vision by 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling following a
Algorithm 2.4: Stereo vision using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling with simulated annealing

| Data: Stereo left image $I^L$ and right image $I^R$, each pixel $I_{x,y} \in \{0, 1, ..., 255\}$. |
| Input: $n$ labels $l_i = \Delta x$ to represent distance between a pixel in $I^L$ and its corresponding pixel on $I^R$; initial label values $L^0$; initial temperature $T_0$; Simulated annealing rate $k$; |
| for each iteration $t < MAX\_ITERATION$ do |
| for each pixel $(x,y)$ do |
| for each possible label $l_i$ do |
| Calculate energy: $E(l_i) = \alpha |I^L_{x,y} - I^R_{x-l_i,y}| + \beta \sum_v |L^t_{v} - l_i|$ |
| $p_s(l_i) = \exp \left( \frac{-E(l_i)}{T_t} \right)$ |
| end |
| Generate a sample $l_s$ from $\{l_0, l_1, ..., l_{n-1}\}$ following the discrete distribution: $l_s \sim \{p_s(l_0), p_s(l_1), ..., p_s(l_{n-1})\}$ |
| Update label $L^t_{x,y} = l_s$ |
| end |
| Update temperature: $k = k + \Delta k$, $T^{t+1} = T^t / k$ |
| end |
| Output: final labels $L^{MAX\_ITERATION}$ |

similar procedure to image segmentation and motion estimation, with different label representation, energy function, and annealing schedule. Figure 2.5 shows using 1st-Order MRF on stereo vision. The inner-loop computation evaluates probabilities of each possible matching from the current pixel in the left image (red) to the candidate pixels in the right image (yellow). Each label $l_i$ corresponds to a possible disparity of the pixel location from one image to the other. Theoretically, disparities are 2D-vectors that represent the relative horizontal and vertical location of corresponding pixels. In practice, algorithms typically use image pairs that are calibrated in a standard form such that correspondence of pixels is constrained to only the horizontal line and the disparity reduces to scalars. The label value of a pixel depends on data value of the image pair—the greyscale differences between the current and the possible matching pixel—and label values of four direct neighbors. Multiple types of energy functions are available for solving stereo vision using different algorithms.
We experimentally find that absolute difference works best in our case, shown in Algorithm 2.4. We replace temperature annealing schedule to $T^{t+1} = T^0/k$, where $k$ is additive to a constant $\Delta k$ at the end of each iterations ($k = k + \Delta k$).

We use Middlebury Stereo [125], a commonly used stereo benchmark in the computer vision community as our test dataset. We use the common bad-pixel percentage (BP) and root-mean squared (RMS) error as quality evaluation metrics, and set the bad-pixel threshold to 1, as in the previous work [125]. This means a pixel is considered mislabeled if the distance between calculated disparity and ground-truth disparity is larger than 1. More detailed evaluations can distinguish the disparity map for subregions such as occluded and textureless; however, for simplicity, we provide overall result quality where all subregions are included.

2.3 Sampling Overhead

The sampling process in probabilistic algorithms includes two steps: 1) parameterizing a distribution (e.g., calculating the probabilities of each possible outcomes in a discrete distribution); 2) drawing samples from the parameterized distribution. The first step requires mapping application data values to probability parameters, which is application and model dependent. The second step usually requires con-
Table 2.1: Average cycles per sample for different distributions from $10^9$ samples per run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distributions</th>
<th>Exponential</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Discrete</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>Binomial</th>
<th>Poisson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>$\mu = 3.5$</td>
<td>$\mu = 5, \sigma = 2$</td>
<td>$K=10$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 2, \beta = 2$</td>
<td>$t = 4, p = 0.5$</td>
<td>$\mu = 4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycles/sample</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Converting uniform random numbers generated by a Random Number Generator (RNG) to targeted distributions using conversion algorithms such as inverse transformation or rejection sampling [13]. An overview of computational techniques for drawing samples is provided elsewhere [27]. Both steps are in the inner loop of probabilistic algorithms, and thus critical to the overall performance.

To understand the sampling overhead, we collect the average cycles per sample for 7 different distributions on Intel E5-2640 processor using C++11 STL library. The experiment configuration is the same as the previous work [142] except the average cycles are collected from $10^9$ samples per run to amortize the overheads of performance counter and allow more optimized execution in CPU. Table 2.1 shows the distribution parameter configurations and average cycles per sample. Similar to the previous work [142], generating a sample from a simple distribution takes hundreds of CPU cycles. The profiling results in Intel VTune suggest that in most distributions, 80% of the total CPU cycles are spent on converting uniform random numbers to the targeted distribution. On the other hand, merely accelerating drawing samples is not enough to provide substantial speedups for applications. Preliminary profiling results on an image segmentation application indicate that drawing samples takes around 50% of total execution time. The exponential calculation, one step in parameterizing distributions, takes 30% execution time. These preliminary results lead to a motivation to accelerate both steps in sampling.
2.4 Summary

This chapter introduces probabilistic statistical machine learning, popular probabilistic algorithms and models, three computer vision applications solved by 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling, and a preliminary study on CPU sampling overhead. We found both steps of the sampling process contribute to sampling overhead and need to be accelerated. The following chapters provide hardware solutions to address sampling overhead and a methodology to comprehensively evaluate the correctness of those probabilistic hardware solutions.
An MRF Gibbs Sampling Unit using Emerging Technology

The impending halt in CMOS scaling places increasing importance on finding alternative approaches to improve computational efficiency. Architectural innovation, such as specialization, remains critical to overcoming the challenges faced today. Equally important is the need to explore new device technology that can augment CMOS specialization.

Recent work investigates emerging technologies that enable specialization by exploiting physical device properties. Memristors [76], strain-switched magneto-tunneling junctions [64], and fluorescent molecules [105,142] have the potential to accelerate certain machine learning algorithms, such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Bayesian Inference. Wang et al. [142] recently proposed RSU-G—a molecular optical Gibbs sampler that exploits Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) to efficiently sample from parameterized probability distributions [141,142]. An RSU-G is a hybrid CMOS-RET functional unit for accelerating Markov Random Field Bayesian Inference problems. It operates by first computing an energy value that is used to
obtain a decay rate for an exponential distribution for each possible value a random variable may take on. Samples from the commensurate exponential distributions are used to probabilistically choose a value for the random variable.

This chapter demonstrates the feasibility and design trade-offs of RSU-G. We first develop a macro-scale prototype to experimentally demonstrate the operation of theoretically promising RSU-G and its ability to solve probabilistic algorithms. The macro-scale prototype is a close-looped system consisting of a PC, an FPGA, laser settings, and single chromophore RET network samples. The prototype shows: 1) the ability to parameterize pairwise relative probabilities within 10% error when the ratio is below 30, and 24% for higher ratios up to 255; and 2) the ability to run a simple foreground-background image segmentation using 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling. Setting up the prototype as a true Random Number Generator (true RNG) without post-processing, we found the prototype with RET networks passes 165/188 items in NIST statistical randomness test compared with 19/188 when substituting RET networks with silica scattering, confirming RET network’s ability to generate relatively high-quality randomness.

An important criterion for machine learning accelerators, CMOS and non-CMOS, is the relationship between precision and result quality. We further ask, and answer, several questions about application result quality and the impact of precision on the integrated RSU-G design.

Question 1: What is the impact of precision on result quality? We use standard benchmarking methods to compare results for three applications with widely-used data sets: 1) stereo vision with 3 inputs, 2) motion estimation with 3 inputs, and 3) image segmentation with 30 inputs. Our results show that the previously proposed RSU-G fails to match software-only result quality. We identify four key RSU-G design parameters that require a specific precision or value: 1) energy computation, 2)
exponential decay rate, 3) time measurement, and 4) distribution truncation. Using a functional simulator of an RSU-G, we explore how each of these four design parameters affects quality.

Our results show that overall result quality in the previous RSU-G design degrades due to lack of both precision and dynamic range on certain parameters. Thus, we introduce 1) decay rate scaling and 2) probability cut-off to maximize the dynamic range at the early and late optimization iterations respectively, which significantly improve the overall result quality. Surprisingly, we found that high result quality can be preserved using very few unique decay rates while preserving precision and dynamic range. We also expose a relationship between distribution truncation—treating all samples beyond a specified threshold as infinity—and time measurement precision that can be exploited to improve the RSU-G design.

Question 2: What, if any, changes must be made to RSU-G microarchitecture to support the desired precision and achieve result quality comparable to software-only implementations?

Based on the required design parameters, we find that using light source intensity to control exponential decay rates in the previous RSU-G design is not an effective technique since area/power scale with the required dynamic range. Thus, we introduce a new RSU-G design that exploits an alternative design parameter, molecular concentration [141], along with other techniques to achieve the desired precision (and result quality) while keeping the same area and increasing power by only 1.27×, relative to the previous RSU-G design. We also propose a design where multiple RSU-Gs share optical resources, which further reduces power/area overheads and allows the use of conventional light sources.

Question 3: Do changes in RSU-G microarchitecture require any architectural changes?

Radical changes in RSU-G design may impose commensurate changes at the ar-
chitectural level since extensive delays or modified interfaces may require software changes. Fortunately, the RSU-G proposed in this chapter is mostly a microarchitectural change and can be used in place of the previously proposed unit with minimal architectural modifications. This preserves the sizable performance improvements demonstrated previously [142].

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides an overview of the recently proposed RSU-G and the underlying technology. Section 3.2 present a macro-scale RSU-G prototype. We perform an extensive analysis of result quality and the impact of RSU-G design parameters in Section 3.3. Alternative RSU-G designs are presented and evaluated in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 elucidates limitations and future work. Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter.

3.1 Background

3.1.1 Enabling Technology

Previous work provides a theoretical foundation for constructing physical samplers based on molecular-scale Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) networks [141]. RET is the probabilistic transfer of energy between two optically active molecules, called chromophores, through non-radiative dipole-dipole coupling [136]. When a donor and acceptor chromophore pair are placed a few nanometers apart and their emission and excitation spectra overlap, energy transfer can occur between them. A RET network is constructed by placing multiple chromophores in a physical geometry where chromophores interact through RET. A fully specified RET network can be conveniently and economically fabricated with sub-nanometer precision using hierarchical DNA self-assembly [70,119].

RET networks are integrated with an on-chip light source, e.g., quantum-dot LEDs (QDLEDs), waveguide, and single photon avalanche detector (SPAD) to create a RET circuit, shown in Figure 3.1. Each RET circuit can contain an ensemble
of RET networks. RET circuits can then be integrated with hybrid electro-optical CMOS using spin coating [18], polymer doping [42], or various other back-end-of-line processing techniques [81, 82]. SPAD arrays fabrication is demonstrated elsewhere [30, 108]. Dark count rate of SPADs (\sim\text{KHz} [5, 86, 113]) has negligible effects given RSU-G frequency (1GHz).

### 3.1.2 RET-Based Sampling Units

Recent work [142] presents RET-based samplers for 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling that utilize exponential samplers. Probabilistic functional units—called RET Sampling Units for Gibbs Sampling (RSU-G)—are constructed using CMOS specialization to accelerate distribution parameterization and RET networks to accelerate obtaining a sample from the parameterized distribution, the whole inner loop of 1st-Order Markov Random Field Gibbs Sampling (recall Figure 2.2).

RSU-G utilizes the \textit{first-to-fire} design based on the property of competing exponential random variables [141]. RET circuits generate samples from exponential distributions ($\lambda e^{-\lambda t}$) parameterized by the decay rate ($\lambda$) and record the time to fluorescence (TTF) for each exponential sample. The decay rate is determined for each possible label of a random variable, which depends on the neighboring random variables’ current labels and the singleton energy. The label that produces the shortest TTF is chosen as the result label. \textit{First-to-fire} equivalently draws samples from discrete distributions $\{\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \ldots, \theta_n\}$, where the decay rate $\lambda_i$ corresponds to a
scaled probability of picking $i$th random variable. The decay rate $\lambda$ is physically determined by various parameters $\lambda = NP_eP_{fl}P_d\lambda_0$ when using single chromophores as one-node RET networks. $N$ is the number of chromophore particles in the unit area (concentration). $P_e$ is the probability of a single chromophore being excited by photons, proportional to the QDLED emission intensity. $P_{fl}$ refers to the probability that an excited chromophore fluoresces a photon. $P_d$ refers to the probability that a fluoresced photon is detected by the SPAD. $\lambda_0$ is the intrinsic decay rate determined by chromophore types. Therefore, the decay rate $\lambda$ can be tuned by changing the concentration of RET networks, the QDLED emission intensity, the specific chromophore, or a combination of these. The previously proposed RSU-G uses the QDLED intensity to change $\lambda$ for each label evaluated.

RSU-G inputs and outputs are integers that correspond to values of interest depending on the application (e.g., image segment labels, pixel motion vectors, etc.). A block diagram of an RSU-G is shown in Figure 3.2a. An RSU-G performs a series of three operations: 1) map application values to RET inputs, 2) generate samples, 3) map RET output to application value. Steps 1 and 3 are implemented using conventional CMOS specialization, whereas step 2 is a RET circuit that exploits the probabilistic behavior of RET networks.

Figure 3.2b shows how the three abstract steps map to 5 stages in a pipeline that evaluate one possible label (out of M) per cycle. These stages correspond to 1) label decrement/input, 2) energy computation, 3) energy to intensity mapping (exponential decay rate), 4) sampling (using RET circuits), and 5) selection. Label decrement is used to iterate over all M possible 6-bit labels. The energy computation obtains an 8-bit value, which maps through a look-up-table (LUT) to a 4-bit exponential decay rate (QDLED intensity). The RET circuit samples the exponential distribution by measuring the time it takes to observe an output photon after illuminating the RET network with the appropriate QDLED intensity. The measured time for the sample,
Figure 3.2: RET-based Gibbs Sampling Unit (RSU-G) [142]

represented by a 5-bit integer, is used in the selection block to choose the lowest from all M possible labels. The total latency is $7 + (M-1)$ for M possible labels since stage 3 (RET sampling) requires 4 cycles. Replicated RET circuits are used to avoid structural hazards caused by this multicycle stage. The four replicated RET circuits expand the window of time for observing samples (due to the tail of the exponential) such that 99.6% of the samples are covered; this truncates the last 0.4% of samples for the lowest decay rate (this number is less than 0.4% for higher decay rates) and assumes they occur at infinity (i.e., no sample is generated).

When added to a GPU, these units achieve $3\times$ and $16\times$ speedups for image segmentation (5 labels) and motion estimation (49 labels), respectively for HD images.
A discrete accelerator with 336 RSU-G units achieves 21× and 54× speedups assuming a 336GB/s memory bandwidth limitation for HD images and up to 84× for 320×320 images in motion estimation. Each unit consumes low power and occupies a very small area. Using 15nm CMOS, a single RSU-G (CMOS+RET) consumes 3.91 mW, occupies 0.0029 mm², and generates entropy at 2.89Gb/s. Compared to 6.4Gb/s Intel DRNG [98], RSU-G only consumes 13% of the power in similar area while also providing programmability to parameterize distributions.

The previous results are encouraging for accelerating probabilistic algorithms. However, important works remain: 1) a working example of a RET-based sampling unit is needed to demonstrate proof-of-concept; 2) the relationship between application result quality and RSU-G design are to be explored. The following sections address these two aspects.

3.2 A Macro-scale RSU-G Prototype

Although the theoretical proposal of RSU-G is promising, a complete demonstration on the integrated circuit is ideal but difficult. We instead propose a macro-scale RSU-G prototype to demonstrate the ability to parameterize a distribution and run a real application. This section presents the prototype setup and experimental results.

3.2.1 Prototype Setup

The prototype follows the basic design of a generic RSU-G in Figure 3.2a, with parameterization and RET circuits for sampling the distribution, but is different from the exact RSU-G microarchitecture in Figure 3.2b due to the scale difference and experimental limitation. Figure 3.3 shows the system diagram and the real experimental setup. The un-pipelined prototype consists: a PC to parameterize distributions and run the outer loop of Gibbs Sampling algorithm, an FPGA to trigger laser pulses and implement an approximation of first-to-fire, a pair of intensity
programmable laser settings as light sources, two cuvettes of single chromophores as RET networks, and a pair of SPADs as photodetectors.

The prototype contains two channels of RET circuits and thus can evaluate two possible labels simultaneously. A straightforward first-to-fire design for sampling from a two-entry discrete distribution \( \{\lambda_1, \lambda_2\} \) is to simultaneously illuminate two RET circuits and record which channel detects the RET excited photon first. Experimentally, our FPGA implementation achieves sufficient precision to resolve 250ps differences in photon arrival times. However, first-to-fire is able to parameterize decay rate \( \lambda \) only if both channels detect at least one photon per laser pulse, that is, “collection efficiency” \( \eta = NP_eP_{fl}P_d > 1 \). Our prototype system reaches at most \( \eta = 0.179 \) limited by the experimental environment such as the optical settings, maximum laser power, and re-absorption between chromophore particles. The RET networks in both channels always present their intrinsic decay rates \( \lambda_0 \) in this case, regardless of intensity settings. Our experiment verifies this hypothesis, where the probability of choosing either label is always 50%. Therefore, we instead use Bernoulli process to approximate “first-to-fire”. Given \( \eta < 1 \), we can also interpret \( \eta \) as the probability of detecting a photon given a laser pulse. The sampling process can be described as a sequence of Bernoulli trials: 1) we emit a light pulse in both channels at \( t = 0 \); 2) during a sufficient time window (1us in our case), if only one channel detects a photon, we choose this channel as the winner; otherwise, we redo the sample until one channel wins. Suppose two channels have collection efficiency \( \eta_1 \) and \( \eta_2 \) where \( \eta_1, \eta_2 < 1 \), we can represent the probability of channel 1 fires first as:

\[
P(\text{channel 1 fires first}) = \frac{\eta_1}{1 - \eta_1} \cdot \frac{1}{\eta_1 + \eta_2 - \eta_1 \eta_2} \approx \frac{\eta_1}{\eta_1 + \eta_2} \quad (3.1)
\]

The value of \( \eta \) can also be parameterized by light intensity and thus we can approximate a two-entry discrete distribution \( \{\lambda_1, \lambda_2\} \) by \( \{\eta_1, \eta_2\} \).
A complete sampling process using prototype can be described as follows: 1) a PC software parameterizes the distribution and sets laser intensities via laser control; 2) once intensity setting is done, the FPGA triggers both lasers to emit a light pulse in both channels; FPGA circuit is open to detect photons; 3) if either of SPADs exclusively detects a photon in a time limit, FPGA circuit records the winning channel and sends back to the PC; otherwise, the FPGA re-triggers the lasers until a channel exclusively detects a photon; 4) the PC updates the label. The operation time to generate a sample is dominated by setting intensities via proprietary laser control (~85ms). Communication between FPGA and PC can therefore use simple RS232 without notably additional delays.

3.2.2 Experimental Results

Our first experiment demonstrates the ability to parameterize a two-entry discrete distribution \( \{P_1, P_2\} \) by changing the ratio of collection efficiency \( \eta_1/\eta_2 \) (i.e., changing light pulse intensity). We characterize the curve of laser intensity vs. collection efficiency \( \eta \) for accurate control. \( \eta \) is calibrated on FPGA by collecting the total times of success (i.e., a photon detected with a time limit given a light pulse) in \( 2^{24} \) Bernoulli trails. The laser controller (PicoQuant PDL 828) has 1000 intensity steps between 0 to the maximum power. Figure 3.4a shows our intended ratios \( \eta_1/\eta_2 \) (blue)
of pairwise relative probabilities from 1 to 255 vs. the actual measured ratios $P_1/P_2$. The results are collected from $2^{16}$ samples. We switch the ratio settings $\eta_2/\eta_1$ (red) to test the symmetry of the prototype system. The prototype can achieve desired pairwise relative probabilities ($\eta_2/\eta_1$, red) within 10% errors when ratio is below 30, partly shown in Figure 3.4b. For higher ratios, $\eta_2/\eta_1$ achieves desired ratios within 24% errors. Figure 3.4c shows the errors introduced by the Bernoulli process approximation which slightly overestimates intended ratios but with negligible errors.
High errors at large ratios and the asymmetry in the system are partially caused by some time-relevant properties of RET networks, such as evaporation and photo-bleaching [136]. These problems may be solved or alleviated during the fabrication process [18,42,82]. A finer characterization and control of the prototype components could further improve the accuracy.

We also run an image segmentation problem with only two possible labels (e.g., foreground and background) on the prototype. We use the same procedure as Algorithm 2.2 (Chapter 2) but a different simulated annealing schedule $T = \log(100/(k + \Delta k))$ with initial $k = 100$. The PC executes the outer loop of 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling, energy computation, and intensity mapping. The FPGA and RET circuits sample from the output label distribution. An image is initialized by simply binarizing pixels to the closest labels. Figure 3.5 shows the segmentation results of a 50×67 image by software algorithm vs. the RET-based prototype. The initial labels (0 iterations) include noise pixels in the bottom of the image. The RET functional unit successfully reduces the noise in the bottom and segments the image into the foreground and background after 10 iterations. Asymmetry on the two boundaries of the “chapel” is presumably explained by asymmetry on the prototype system shown in Figure 3.4a, which may be improved by a finer system.

Our next experiment evaluates the capability of using RSU-G prototype as a true Random Number Generator (RNG) without post-processing. As the simplest application, the prototype can be treated as a uniform RNG if $\eta_1 = \eta_2$. Since the randomness comes from the quantum states of RET networks [59,136], the prototype has the capability as a high-quality true RNG. We use NIST statistical test [12], a popular statistical test on the quality of randomness. The test suite reads a sequence of random bit inputs and comprehensively detects a variety of possible non-randomness sources from the inputs via 15 types (188 items) of tests. A good RNG for cryptography should pass all items of tests. A commercial RNG usually has complex
post-processing steps to provide a high quality of randomness [129]. Note that the prototype does not have any post-processing other than recording the winning labels (i.e., 0 or 1 random bits). Randomness directly comes from the entropy source—the RET networks.

We wonder how many tests the prototype can pass without post-processing. We send 10 sequences of $10^6$ random bits for the test, each with the proportion of ‘1’ between 0.499 to 0.501 by precisely controlling laser intensity. We follow the test suite guide to set up input parameters, shown in Table 3.1. According to the test suite guide, for all items except random excursions, at least 8 out of 10 sequences passing the test leads to a pass in that particular item or fail otherwise. A pass or fail in random excursions is decided by the test suite based on input random numbers.

We replace the RET networks with silica scattering samples as a comparison group. Silica scattering per se reflects photons emitted by a laser source to a SPAD without a stochastic process. However, the SPAD still exists a probability to detect a
Table 3.1: NIST statistical test input parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Frequency Test - block length</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonOverlapping Template Test - block length</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Template Test - block length</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate Entropy Test - block length</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Test - block length</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Complexity Test - block length</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

photon from the laser given a light pulse and a time limit. Therefore, the prototype with silica scattering replacement can be also considered as an RNG. Comparing randomness results with silica scattering helps us extract the randomness directly from the RET networks.

Table 3.2 shows the NIST test results. The prototype with RET networks passes 165 items out of 188 without post-processing, compared with 19 out of 188 if replacing the RET networks with silica scattering. The results indicate the randomness mostly comes from the RET network. Some non-randomness and bias from optical settings, the FPGA, or data communication wires potentially reduce the number of passes and could be alleviated or completely removed by post-processing. Nevertheless, using RET networks can generate relatively high-quality random numbers without post-processing. A commercial integrated circuit true RNG—Intel DRNG [98]—passes all tests, but have complex post-processing steps.

In summary, we propose a macro-scale RSU-G prototype, the first such system to our knowledge, that demonstrates the capability of a RET network to parameterize a distribution and run a real application. The NIST statistical test confirms the RET network produces relatively high-quality randomness without post-processing. The following sections explore the quality/precision relationship in the integrated RSU-G microarchitecture.
Table 3.2: NIST statistical test result on prototype as a true RNG without post-processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NIST Statistical Test</th>
<th>RET Network</th>
<th>Silica Scattering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Frequency</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Block Frequency</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cumulative Sums (2 items)</td>
<td>Pass 2/2</td>
<td>Pass 2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Runs</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Longest Runs of Ones</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Rank</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Spectral</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Overlapping Template Matchings</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Universal Statistical</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Approximate Entropy</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Random Excursions (8 items)</td>
<td>Pass 8/8</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Random Excursion Variant (18 items)</td>
<td>Pass 18/18</td>
<td>Pass 3/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Serial (2 items)</td>
<td>Pass 1/2</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Linear Complexity</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Passes</strong></td>
<td><strong>165/188</strong></td>
<td><strong>19/188</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 RSU-G Precision vs. Quality

Recall RSU-G accelerates statistical machine learning problems using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for MRF Bayesian Inference, specifically 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling. Many factors influence result quality for statistical machine learning algorithms. For the problems we study in this chapter, a domain expert develops a model that includes clique definitions, number of labels, conditional probabilities, etc. This model clearly has a profound effect on the final results, but refining specific models is beyond the scope of this work. In this chapter we focus on the impact of RSU-G circuit and microarchitectural decisions on end-point result quality for given models. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss the impact of these decisions on statistical robustness beyond end-point result quality.
3.3.1 Methodology

Our overall goal is to ensure that RET-based samplers achieve results comparable to software-only implementations that use commodity processors or GPUs with IEEE floating point, which theoretically generate the highest result quality. Recall that the software-only method incurs high computation overhead to generate samples from parameterized distributions. RSU-G accelerates this computation, but it must do so without consuming excessive area or power.

We develop a functional simulator of an RSU-G in MATLAB that enables us to explore the various aspects of RSU-G design with respect to result quality. This allows running a baseline software version that uses the appropriate routines in MATLAB to obtain samples and update labels in MCMC solvers for MRF problems. The RSU-G functional simulator replaces the appropriate code sections with the RSU-G equivalent functionality. The functional simulator uses MATLAB default Mersenne-Twister RNG (mt19937ar) [93].

We evaluate the result quality using three applications: 1) image segmentation, 2) motion estimation (optical flow), 3) stereo vision, which are good representations of computer vision, and can all be solved using MCMC with an MRF model. We performed the same analysis for all three applications; for brevity, we use stereo vision as a running example to illustrate the impact of precision on quality, since this application has the highest bit precision requirements based on our experiments. We use standard metrics for evaluating quality that are specific to each application (e.g., end point error for motion estimation, and PRI, etc. for image segmentation). Exploring result quality for applications in other areas is part of our ongoing work.

The previous RSU-G supports only squared distance energy function, which fits well with motion estimation [69]. However, as described in Section 2.2, the other two applications require different distance functions: binary distance for image seg-
mentation [130], and absolute distance for stereo vision [60, 125]. Supporting these distance functions requires modest changes to the energy calculation stage, incurring additional area and power, but not influencing precision. Our new design adds support for all three distance functions. For our quality vs. precision analysis, we add this same support to the previously proposed RSU-G [142].

Stereo vision reconstructs the depth information of objects taken from two cameras by matching the corresponding pixels between two images. Previous work demonstrated various MCMC sampling techniques for stereo vision [11,21,125], and we use the version based on a 1st-Order MRF model [11], which the RSU-G directly supports. Recall 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling stereo vision iterates pixel by pixel and samples from possible labels. Each label corresponds to a possible disparity of the pixel location from one image to the other. Disparity values directly reflect the depth information of objects in the images: foreground objects have larger disparities than background objects. We use Middlebury Stereo [125] as our test dataset. Since the previous RSU-G design can support up to 64 labels, we randomly selected three datasets *teddy* (56 labels), *poster* (30 labels), and *art* (28 labels) that all meet this constraint. We use bad-pixel percentage (BP) with the threshold to 1 and root-mean squared (RMS) error as quality evaluation metrics. A pixel is considered mislabeled if the distance of calculated disparity vs. ground-truth is larger than 1.

Similar to previous work [11,14], we use simulated annealing for stereo vision to converge to a stable result. Recall simulated annealing divides the energy by a decreasing temperature after each iteration so that every label has a similar probability to be chosen at the beginning, but gradually labels with lower energy are more likely to be chosen, until finally converging to the optimal results. In the RSU-G, simulated annealing can be implemented by updating the energy-to-intensity LUT in Figure 3.2b at the end of each iteration. Note that this method provides equivalent functionality to software-only simulated annealing, but causes stalls in the RSU-G pipeline.
Our new RSU-G design eliminates these stalls with a new energy-to-intensity conversion scheme described in Section 3.4. We tune simulated annealing parameters (e.g., temperature and annealing rate) such that it can provide result quality with acceptable simulation time. We run teddy and art with 1,000 iterations and poster with 500 iterations. All three datasets converge.

3.3.2 RSU-G vs. Software-only Quality

We begin by first comparing the previously proposed RSU-G as defined by Wang et al. [142] to the software-only implementation. We compare the results using both BP and RMS error. Since they are consistent, we only show BP in Figure 3.6. Based on teddy results [125], the only dataset of the three that has both the public-accessible ground-truth and evaluation scores, MCMC software-only (BP 27%) can reach very close to the quality of Graph Cuts algorithms [14] (BP 25%). Better MCMC-software results can be obtained by fine-tuning the application parameters and running more iterations, which is beyond the scope of this chapter (although compared to the software implementation, RSU-G acceleration allows executing more iterations in the same amount of time). We perform a best-effort optimization for MCMC algorithm parameters (e.g., energy weights) and apply them throughout the evaluation.

Figure 3.7a and 3.7b show the left image of the original image pair and the ground truth disparity, respectively. Disparity is color coded in the gray-level scale:
light pixels represent high disparity values, indicating they are closer to the camera. Darker pixels represent low disparity values and farther from the camera, except for the black area, which means no correspondence between the image pair due to occlusion. We conservatively consider all software and RSU-G results in those areas as mislabeled pixels, making our result quality pessimistic. Clearly, the previous RSU-G does not perform well with the three datasets, producing BP >90%, mislabeling nearly all pixels. Figure 3.7c and 3.7d show the disparity maps generated by the software only algorithm and the RSU-G. The striking difference between those two disparity maps indicates the result quality of RSU-G is unacceptable.
3.3.3 RSU-G Design Parameters and Quality

Given the unacceptable results for the previous design, the next step is to determine which RSU-G design parameters cause the result quality loss. We identify three primary design parameters where bit precision may influence overall results: 1) energy computation \((\text{Energy}_{\text{bits}})\), 2) exponential decay rate \((\text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}})\), and 3) time measurement \((\text{Time}_{\text{bits}})\). These three parameters correspond directly to components in the equations from the MRF model and how it relates to RET-based sampling [141].

A fourth parameter of interest is distribution truncation—the fraction of samples in the exponential tail rounded up to infinity.

\[
E = \alpha E_{\text{singleton}} + \beta \sum E_{\text{neighborhood}} \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
\lambda = e^{-E/T} \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
p(t) = \lambda e^{-\lambda t} \tag{3.4}
\]

For the RSU-G pipeline shown in Figure 3.2b, the first stage of the pipeline computes the total energy of a label based on Equation 3.2. \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are application parameters. \(\text{Energy}_{\text{bits}}\) refers to the precision of \(E\), the output of this stage. The second pipeline stage obtains the decay rate by implementing Equation 3.3 in a LUT. Temperature \(T\) can be folded into the calculation of LUT entries. \(\text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}}\) refers to the number of bits used to represent \(\lambda\), which also indicates the maximum unique \(\lambda\) values the RSU-G can support. In stage three, the RET circuit samples from an exponential distribution parameterized by \(\lambda\), shown in Equation 3.4, to obtain the time to fluorescence (TTF). Theoretically, TTF has no upper-bound, but to ensure forward progress, RSU-G has a maximum TTF it can detect and rounds up to infinity for any TTF beyond this bound. \(\text{Time}_{\text{bits}}\) determines the finest time resolution within RSU-G’s detection window.
An RSU-G that uses full IEEE floating point is theoretically possible; however, it is impractical due to area, power, and timing limitations. Therefore, any RSU-G design must rely on limited integer precision. The key architectural challenge is to determine the specific value required for each RSU-G design parameter to achieve acceptable result quality while minimizing area and power.

To answer this question, we use a sequential evaluation approach that finds the best limited precision for only the earliest RSU-G pipeline stage, energy computation ($\text{Energy}_{\text{bits}}$), while allowing the remaining parameters ($\text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}}$ and $\text{Time}_{\text{bits}}$) to use IEEE FP precision. Based on this result, we fix the $\text{Energy}_{\text{bits}}$ to the best value for all remaining experiments. Next, we vary the exponential decay ($\text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}}$) to find the lowest precision while keeping the time measurement as floating point. Finally, we fix the energy and exponential decay rate while exploring timing precision.

**Energy Computation**

Our experiments confirm previous work [87] that shows 8-bit energy is sufficient for stochastic algorithms. Fewer than 8 bits significantly degrades result quality. BP for the three data sets on RSU-G (8-bits) and software (floats) are 27.0% vs. 27.1%, 12.6% vs. 13.3%, and 27.3% vs. 30.3% for teddy, poster, and art, respectively.

**Exponential Decay Rate**

Given $\text{Energy}_{\text{bits}} = 8$ we explore the next RSU-G design parameter, $\text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}}$. Recall, the exponential decay rate is used to create relative probabilities for possible label values. That is, the ratio of probabilities for any two possible labels is equal to the ratio of the corresponding exponential decay rates ($P(M_i)/P(M_j) = \lambda_i/\lambda_j$). RSU-G obtains the decay rate using a LUT indexed by the energy value for a given possible label, and this value is used to control a set of QDLEDs that illuminate the RET network. The area and power scale with the number of unique decay rates.
since it requires either more QDLEDs or introducing DACs. Naively scaling the
design with $\Lambda_{\text{bits}} = 7$ requires 128 unique decay rates, expanding the RET
circuit area by $8 \times 12,800 \mu m^2$. Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the number
of decay rates, and thus $\Lambda_{\text{bits}}$.

The line $\text{int lambda prev}_{\text{RSUG}}$ in Figure 3.8a shows the average BP results across
three stereo vision data sets for RSU-G when varying $\Lambda_{\text{bits}}$ from 3 to 7. We
observe BP is above 90% even with $\Lambda_{\text{bits}} = 7$, which means we can not achieve
our quality goal by naively increasing $\Lambda_{\text{bits}}$. Further analysis indicates that
high result quality requires a larger dynamic range for $\lambda$ and a way to reduce the
accumulated error caused by limited precision. We meet these needs by introducing decay rate scaling\footnote{The idea of decay rate scaling is proposed by Ramin Bashizade.} and probability cut-off, as described below.

**Decay Rate Scaling**  Recall the key property in utilizing RET for *first-to-fire* is the ratio of decay rates $\lambda_i/\lambda_j$ for the competing exponential distributions. Theoretically the absolute value of $\lambda_i$ and $\lambda_j$ does not matter. However, given limited integer precision, small $\lambda_i$ and $\lambda_j$ will be rounded to the same value even when their ratio $\lambda_i/\lambda_j$ is high (e.g., 0.4 and 0.005 are both rounded to 0, whereas their ratio is 80). This problem becomes crucial in the early part of simulated annealing when temperature, $T$, is high. Thus, we want $\lambda$ as large as possible to minimize the precision loss. Given the decay rate for each possible label ($\lambda_i; i = 0$ to $M - 1$ see Equation 3.3), we scale all decay rates $\lambda_i$ by a factor $k$, such that $\max_i \lambda_i$ is equal to the maximum $\lambda$ we can support in RSU-G. From Equation 3.3, we get maximum $\lambda$ when $E = 0$. Thus, we can maximize the dynamic range of $\lambda_i$ while maintaining the invariant of constant $\lambda_i/\lambda_j$ ratios shown in Equation 3.5.

$$\frac{\lambda_i}{\lambda_j} = \frac{k\lambda_i}{k\lambda_j} = \frac{e^{-(E_i - E_{\min})}}{e^{-(E_j - E_{\min})}}. \quad (3.5)$$

It also indicates that we can convert $\lambda$ multiplication to energy subtraction, thereby simplifying the implementation. This produces a new set of decay rates $\lambda_i' = k\lambda_i$ which has a dynamic range from 1 to the maximum supported $\lambda$. Line *int lambda_scaled* in Figure 3.8a indicates that with decay rate scaling, BP decreases with increasing $\text{Lambda_bits}$ and reaches about 70% when $\text{Lambda_bits} = 7$, however it still does not meet the quality requirement (see Figure 3.9a).

**Probability Cut-off**  The previous RSU-G design limits the minimum probability to $\lambda_0$ ($\lambda_{\min} = \lambda_0$), which corresponds to the minimum unique decay rate in a RET.
Figure 3.9: Stereo vision *teddy:* scaled decay rates and probability cut-off

lower probabilities are rounded up to $\lambda_0$. Although this design keeps all labels active during the entire execution, it introduces noise during the later iterations due to limited precision in $\lambda_{\text{bits}}$, especially for applications with many labels.

Consider a given pixel in a late iteration of *teddy* with 56 possible labels. Label 0 has a 0.98 probability to be chosen based on Equation 3.3 while the other 55 labels have a combined 0.02 probability to be chosen. With $\lambda_{\text{bits}} = 7$ in RSU-G, label 0 is mapped to the maximum supported $\lambda = 128\lambda_0$, while each of the other labels is mapped to the minimum $\lambda_0$. These minimum $\lambda_0$s introduce inaccuracy due to rounding since now the probability to choose label 0 becomes $128/(128 + 55) = 0.7$, leaving 0.3 probability to choose other labels, and thus preventing convergence.

To address this problem, we use a probability cut-off (approximation) policy when the calculated probability is small enough to ignore. The threshold is implicitly applied during LUT value generation. $E = 0$ is mapped to the largest $\lambda$. Other values for each energy entry are calculated by Equation 3.3, multiplied by a scale $2^{\lambda_{\text{bits}}}$, and truncated to the nearest integer. The probability is ignored (set to 0) when the calculated value is less than one, which means this probability is not large enough to use $\lambda_0$. Using a probability cut off dramatically improves result quality, as
shown in Figure 3.8a. $\Lambda_{\text{bits}} = 3, 4$ produce average BPs of 24.7% and 23.8%, respectively. $\Lambda_{\text{bits}} = 4$ enables a practical RSU-G implementation in terms of area and power.

Truncating $\lambda$s to the nearest $2^n$ integer value reduces the unique number of $\lambda$s needed from $2^{\Lambda_{\text{bits}}}$ to $\Lambda_{\text{bits}}$, without reducing quality (see Figure 3.8a), and thus can reduce area and power. Probability cut-off must be incorporated with decay rate scaling, otherwise all probabilities are cut off in the early annealing iterations, leading to poor result quality, as shown in Figure 3.8a. Figure 3.8b shows BP results across all three datasets, indicating that RSU-G can achieve quality comparable to the software-only implementation using the above techniques, with BP of 27.8% for teddy, 13.7% for poster, and 28.6% for art. Figure 3.9b shows the disparity map of teddy.

*Timing Precision and Distribution Truncation*

The last component we analyze is timing precision. Recall in first-to-fire, a sample is generated by parameterizing the decay rate $\lambda$ of an exponential distribution and choosing the label (corresponding to a $\Lambda_i$) that has the shortest TTF among all possible labels [141]. The key is to differentiate the TTF for each label and choose the label with the shortest TTF as the new value for the random variable.

Timing precision addresses two aspects: 1) timing resolution and 2) maximum detection time. Theoretically higher timing resolution achieves better results. However, transistor physics, such as gate and wire delays, limits the fastest detection speed and an ultra-high clock frequency would consume unacceptable power. Furthermore, TTF for exponential distribution has no upper bound and waiting too long to cover a high percentage of TTF can cause a structural hazard in the pipeline for TTF longer than one clock cycle. The previously proposed RSU-G uses 4 RET circuit replicas to avoid this hazard, but does not scale well when the maximum de-
Figure 3.10: Relative error (RE) between actual probability ratios and intended lambda ratios under different Truncations, given $Time_{bits} = 5$

tection time is high. Mitigating this requires a deeper analysis of timing precision’s impact on result quality.

To analyze the time precision, we define the finest timing resolution of RSU-G as a unit time bin (duration 1 unit). TTF within a time bin cannot be differentiated. In the simulation, we randomly pick a label if two labels are tied in TTF, which in the RSU-G architecture, is one bit of additional random input from any source of RNG. We treat the sampling stage of RSU-G as an exponential sampler that, given a positive input decay rate $\lambda$, generates output at time $t; 1 \leq t \leq t_{max}$ following an exponential distribution. $Time_{bits}$ is the number of integer bits used to represent $t$. Since TTF is theoretically infinite, we define a new parameter $Truncation$ to provide a detection boundary from a probability perspective. Distribution $Truncation$ refers to the probability that TTF is longer than $t_{max}$ given $\lambda_0$, the lowest decay rate RSU-G can support ($Truncation = p(TTF > t_{max} | \lambda_0) = exp(-\lambda_0 t_{max})$). TTF beyond $t_{max}$ is numerically rounded to $t_{max}$.

$Time_{bits}$ influences result quality since fewer $Time_{bits}$ indicates two detected TTF are more likely to be in the same bin—a tie. However, simulation results indicate
that given a fixed $Time_{bits}$, $Truncation$ also significantly influences result quality. Recall, in the ideal case, the ratio of probabilities for choosing any two labels is proportional to the ratio of their calculated decay rates $= \lambda_i/\lambda_j$. Figure 3.10 shows the relative error between actual probability ratios and intended lambda ratios given $Time_{bits} = 5$ and various $Truncation$ values. Each data point is acquired by going through the last two RSU-G stages (sampling and comparison) and collecting $10^6$ samples from 2 possible labels with the corresponding $\lambda_{max}$ and $\lambda_i$, where $\lambda_{max}$ is the largest possible decay rate, which is $8\lambda_0$ when $Lambda_{bits} = 4$. With $2^n$ lambda approximation, the ratio of two lambdas can only be 1, 2, 4, and 8. We vary $\lambda_i$ for one label and keep the other label constant at $\lambda_{max}$ to achieve the intended $\lambda$ ratio, which is how the previously described decay rate scaling works.

The results show that the divergence between the computed probability ratio and the intended ratio is large when $Truncation$ is low (below 0.1 in this case) or too high (above 0.6), while the divergence is small when $Truncation$ is in the middle range. $Truncation$ has little impact when the lambda ratio is 1. Since $\lambda_0 \propto -\ln(Truncation)$, small $Truncation$ leads to a larger $\lambda_0$, and consequently larger $\lambda_i$s. According to Equation 3.4, large $\lambda_i$ compresses the TTF into a small range early in time, thus placing more samples into the same time bin. This causes divergence from true probability ratios in the left side of Figure 3.10. Conversely, a large $Truncation$ value over-truncates the distribution for both $\lambda$s and severely changes the distribution, causing divergence in the right side of Figure 3.10. Finding a reasonable $Truncation$ value is critical to balance the information loss.

We explore the space of $Time_{bits}$ and $Truncation$ to examine their impact on result quality. Figure 3.11 shows the BP results for the stereo vision dataset poster. Darker colors indicate a high BP (lower quality, lower cost) and white indicates a low BP (higher quality, higher cost). These results show that we can improve quality by either increasing $Time_{bits}$ or increasing $Truncation$ up to a point for fixed $Time_{bits}$. 
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Configurations on the dashed line produce the same result quality (we verify this across all three applications). However, a designer has the freedom to move along this line (up-right or down-left) to optimize the RSU-G implementation. Section 3.4 discusses the implementation trade-offs involved in moving along this line. Qualitatively, increasing $Time_{bits}$ requires either increasing clock frequency or replicating RET circuits to provide the necessary number of timing bins, thus increasing area and power. Reducing $Time_{bits}$ requires increasing $Truncation$ to maintain result quality. Unfortunately, for high $Truncation$ values, it is more likely that photons generated by one sample influence the next sample(s) since the RET network remains excited beyond the $Truncation$ threshold. To avoid this excitation “bleed through”, $Truncation$ requires RET network replicas. The red star in Figure 3.11 corresponds to our chosen point ($Time_{bits} = 5$ with $Truncation = 0.5$) which provides a good balance. In contrast, the previous RSU-G design requires very low $Truncation$ ($< 0.01$) due to using a single RET network in the RET circuit.
3.3.4 Result Quality for new RSU-G

We run all three applications on our new RSU-G design with \( \text{Energy}_{\text{bits}} = 8, \) \( \text{Lambda}_{\text{bits}} = 4, \) \( \text{Time}_{\text{bits}} = 5, \) \( \text{Truncation} = 0.5 \) and compare with software-only results using standard benchmarking metrics. We believe these benchmarks represent the characteristics of most workloads.

**Stereo Vision** Figure 3.12a shows the BP across three datasets in stereo vision. The new RSU-G design achieves comparable BP with only small variations (3% BP differences in *teddy*, 0.1% in *poster*, and 0.5% in *art*). Figure 3.12b shows *teddy* disparity map in new RSU-G.
Table 3.3: Standard deviation of VoI across 30 tested images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software-only</th>
<th>2-label</th>
<th>4-label</th>
<th>6-label</th>
<th>8-label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New-RSUG</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Motion Estimation**  Motion estimation finds pixel correspondence between two temporally sequenced frames, with a 2D search space. This differs from stereo vision in two important aspects: 1) the method of energy calculation [69] and 2) more labels ($N^2$ labels for the $N \times N$ search window). Due to the maximum-label limit, we make the common assumption that motion is relatively small compared to whole images [69]. Larger search windows can be obtained using an image pyramid method [69]. We use Middlebury motion estimation benchmarks [7] and randomly pick 3 datasets (*venus*, *rubberwhale*, and *dimetrodon*) that can fit in our search window. We use the common end-point error as the quality metric [7]. From Figure 3.12c, the new RSU-G produces results comparable in quality to the software implementation.

**Image Segmentation**  We use the Berkeley Segmentation Database (BSD300) [90], and randomly select 30 images from among 300 images. We run multiple instances for each input with a different number of image segments (labels). We run 2, 4, 6, and 8 segmentations across these selected images with 30 iterations for each. Result quality is obtained using BISIP [146], a widely-used evaluation package that provides four result quality metrics. We only present Variation of Information ($\text{VoI} \in [0, \infty)$, lower VoI is better) as an example. Figure 3.12d shows RSU-G achieves result quality comparable to the software. We also show the standard deviation of VoI in Table 3.3. It is possible that in some cases RSU-G outperforms software-only results due to the stochastic property of MCMC algorithms, but overall they produce the same result quality.
3.4 A High Quality RSU-G

The previous quality analysis shows that an RSU-G with $Energy_{bits} = 8$, $Lambda_{bits} = 4$, and scaling decay rates with probability cut-off provides high result quality. From the several possible combinations of $Time_{bits}$ and distribution truncation, we choose $Time_{bits} = 5$, $Truncation = 0.5$ based on preliminary analysis. Importantly, these changes are mostly microarchitectural with minimal impact on the overall pipeline design or the architectural interface to the RSU-G, therefore the new design retains the sizable performance improvements of the previous work [142], as summarized in Section 3.1.2. The challenge is to design a new microarchitecture that meets the specifications with minimum area and power overheads.

3.4.1 Qualitative Design Trade-offs

Section 3.3 shows that simply scaling the previous RSU-G design cannot achieve the desired precision for high result quality. First, the existing design lacks support for decay rate scaling and probability cut-off, and thus, fails to provide sufficient dynamic range for $\lambda$. Simply increasing $Lambda_{bits}$ precision cannot improve result quality without applying decay rate scaling. Second, the previous RSU-G does not utilize $2^n$ lambda approximation which can reduce area and power. Using light intensity to achieve decay rate scaling requires excessive QDLEDs for large $\lambda$ values.

Furthermore, the previous design does not exploit distribution truncation. Figure 3.11 exposed a trade-off between distribution truncation and time measurement precision, where points along the diagonal line produce similar high result quality while minimizing cost. Finding an optimal point along this line requires evaluating full implementations of each point. Qualitatively, increasing distribution truncation increases the number of RET networks required for some decay rates. We cannot re-use RET networks for consecutive label evaluations since there is a significant
probability that the RET network will produce an unwanted sample during the next label evaluation: a large number of chromophores may remain excited and are likely to emit photons in a subsequent cycle. The previous RSU-G design used 4 replicas to provide a distribution truncation of 0.004, each RET network had only a 0.004 probability of producing an unwanted sample. Naively scaling replicas in the current design would require even more QDLEDs and additional SPADs, resulting in excessive area and power.

From this discussion we conclude that we need a new RSU-G design that 1) efficiently provides decay rate scaling and probability cut-off, 2) takes advantage of fewer unique decay rates, and 3) balances distribution truncation with timing precision. The remainder of this chapter describes techniques to achieve this goal.

3.4.2 A New RSU-G Design

Figure 3.13 shows our new RSU-G pipeline. This design satisfies all the criteria outlined above while maintaining nearly the same external (architectural) interface as the previous design, the only addition is to allow updating the temperature dynamically each iteration without adding additional latency or pipeline stalls, thus achieving the same steady-state performance as the previous design. The latency for a single pixel evaluation increases since there are more pipeline stages, but the
throughput remains identical to the previous design at one label evaluation completed per cycle. However, the microarchitecture is substantially different since almost all stages in the pipeline, except for comparison, differ from the previous RSU-G. The important differences are in the energy evaluation, the efficient energy to λ conversion, the RET circuit, and a decoupling of the pipeline into two sections such that the back-end operates on the variable (e.g., pixel) \( v \) while the front-end processes variable \( v + 1 \). The remainder of this section describes the techniques we utilize to achieve high result quality with no or modest area and power increase over the previous design.

**Support for Multiple Distances**

To support a broader set of applications we add new distance calculations in the energy calculation stage of the previous RSU-G, which only supports squared distance. Specifically, we add binary and absolute distance in the doubleton calculation and absolute distance in the singleton calculation, which covers the majority of MCMC MRF applications in computer vision [71]. This additional flexibility requires a LUT to store all possible label values and additional combinational logic. We modify the architectural interface such that users can configure the energy calculation at the beginning of the application.

**Decay Rate Scaling**

Decay rate scaling is unique for each pixel evaluation and is performed by subtracting the energy for each label from the minimum energy, \( E'_i = E_i - E_{\text{min}} \). This requires observing all label energies \( E_i \) to find \( E_{\text{min}} \) and then performing the subtraction. To implement this, we introduce a FIFO queue in the existing RSU-G pipeline for storing all label energies. This queue decouples the pipeline stages before \( \lambda \) look-up from the rest of the pipeline, enabling us to find \( E_{\text{min}} \) and perform scaling. We
use two registers to support decay rate scaling. One register stores the minimum observed energy as new energy values are inserted into the FIFO for variable $v + 1$. A second register stores the minimum energy to use for scaling the decay rates while processing variable $v$. Each cycle an energy is read from the FIFO and subtracted from the value in the second register to perform scaling. This scaled energy is used as the input value for energy to $\lambda$ conversion. Note that at any given time during the steady state, energies of two different variables reside in the queue (except for a single cycle when the energy for the last label of variable $v + 1$ enters, and all the energies in the FIFO belong to that variable); one variable is going through energy computation and thus, is constantly updating its minimum energy, and the other has its minimum energy determined and is going through the energy to $\lambda$ conversion stage.

*Efficient Energy to Lambda Conversion*

Since a relatively small number of unique $\lambda$ is needed due to $2^n$ approximation, we re-evaluate the previous LUT design for energy to $\lambda$ conversion. Recall that energy to $\lambda$ conversion is based on Equation 3.3. This can be implemented in two ways: 1) using a LUT with energy as an index to load precalculated values, or 2) storing the boundary values for each $\lambda$ value and performing comparisons to determine the interval the energy belongs to. The LUT design is more efficient when many $\lambda$s are needed since comparisons do not scale well when the number of intervals is large, and more memory is needed to store the boundary values. However, since 4 unique $\lambda$s only generate five intervals $\lambda = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8$, at most 4 comparisons need to be performed for any energy value.

The comparison-based design outperforms a LUT in two ways: first, it significantly reduces the total memory needed from 1024 bits to 32 bits. Second, updating a 32-bit register is much faster than updating a 1K-bit LUT when updating the tem-
perature. With an 8-bit interface, it only takes four cycles to update all boundaries, which would add 3 additional stall cycles in the pipeline at end of each iteration. To eliminate these 3 additional cycles, we add additional 32-bit registers to buffer the new boundary values so that temperature updates can occur simultaneously with sampling. Although a wider 32-bit interface can hide this additional latency, we choose an 8-bit interface with buffers to keep the total interface small in size. Energy to Lambda conversion outputs a 3-bit value, using the MSB to indicate probability cut-off and 2 other bits to indicate the unique \( \lambda \) used by the RET circuit. Our area/power evaluation indicates a 0.46\( \times \) area and 0.22\( \times \) power relative to the LUT implementation.

Implementing Decay Rates

Recall (Section 3.1.2) that RET network decay rate depends on input light intensity and chromophore concentration [141]. These parameters lead us to the following design alternatives: 1) keep using QDLEDs to provide four unique intensities and have one RET network and one SPAD; 2) have one QDLED, whose voltage (and thus intensity) is controlled by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), and have one RET network and one SPAD; 3) have one QDLED and add RET networks with different chromophore concentrations, one for each desired decay rate.

As shown previously, intensity-based decay rates cannot benefit from fewer unique \( \lambda \)s since DACs are power hungry [19]. Instead, we use a unique concentration for each decay rate, where a waveguide couples to 4 RET networks with concentrations of \( 1 \times, 2 \times, 4 \times, \text{ and } 8 \times \) of that corresponding to \( \lambda_0 \), and a single QDLED. The appropriate SPAD output corresponding to the RET network with the desired decay rate (concentration) is selected as input to the timing circuit using a multiplexer (see Figure 3.14). Without considering truncation, a single QDLED coupling 4 RET networks covers all unique \( \lambda \)s. However, as described later, distribution truncation
Timing Precision

The previous quality analysis shows that we need between 4 and 8 time bits (16-256 time bins). We use a clock multiplier and a shift register to read the SPAD output which generates the TTF for a given RET network. Assuming a 1GHz clock and an $8\times$ multiplier, the finest resolution is 125ps for a time bin, any lower resolution becomes impractical due to the clock multipliers. The SPAD output is sent to an 8-bit shift register to obtain a unary encoded value for the sample, with all zeros indicating no photon observed in this 1ns cycle. Wire delay from SPADs to shift register is negligible compared to 125ps [55]. This design provides $Time_{bits} = 3$ (8-bit unary = 3-bit binary). This is clearly not sufficient to provide high result quality.

To increase timing precision, we extend the window for observing fluorescence to more than one clock cycle. The number of clock cycles required for a specific time precision is $Cycles = 2^{Time_{bits}} / 8$ and ranges from 2 to 32 cycles for $4 \leq Time_{bits} \leq 8$. The number of cycles directly influences RSU-G design since this is the window within which to potentially observe fluorescence, and replicated RET circuits are required to avoid a structural hazard and sustain one label per cycle evaluation. Our chosen point, $Time_{bits} = 5$ (32 bins), requires 4 replicas since our observation window is 4 cycles (32/8).

Distribution Truncation

To truncate the tail of the distribution, we simply stop looking for fluorescence of a given RET network and assume it never occurs ($TTF = \infty$). Unfortunately, the RET network may still have excited chromophores that fluoresce at a later time, therefore the RET network cannot be re-used until there is a sufficiently low prob-
ability of fluorescence. To sustain one label evaluation per cycle, we replicate the QDLED+RET network in each RET circuit.

The previous RSU-G achieves 99.6% probability that a previous sample does not affect a later sample; however, higher truncation rates require more replicas to achieve this same goal, and lower truncation is preferred to minimize design overhead. For example, with Truncation = 0.5, we need 8 RET network replicas to achieve 99.6%. RET network replication is separate from, and can be combined with, RET circuit replication required to obtain a specific timing precision, as described above. Replicating RET networks necessitates multiple light sources since exciting two RET networks with the same light source is equivalent to having no replicas, and multiple RET circuits within a single RSU-G cannot share the light sources and waveguide for the same reason. However, multiple RSU-Gs can share the same waveguide as long as each RET network is not reused within the minimum interval time to reach 99.6% probability of fluorescence.

Our design, shown in Figure 3.14, allows multiple RET circuits to share the same light source and waveguide while satisfying the minimum interval time constraint.
This design is based on $\text{Time}_{\text{bits}} = 5$ and $\text{Truncation} = 0.5$, where our preliminary analysis shows a good balance. Other design points incur either 1) more RET circuit replicas to achieve higher time precision, or 2) more RET network replicas and larger select logic to satisfy the minimum interval time constraint. Finding the optimal design point requires synthesizing results of all points on the line.

Within a RET circuit, four RET networks with unique concentrations share a waveguide and eight sets of RET network replicas are located on different waveguides for concurrent operation. A QDLED counter increases by 1 every four cycles, indicating which waveguide is in use. A 32-to-1 MUX selects the SPAD signal from the desired RET network for the subsequent timing circuit. The QDLED counter and $\lambda$ input specify the RET network row and column respectively. Multiple RET circuits from different RSU-Gs can be placed on the same waveguide as long as the light source provides sufficient intensity to drive all RET network replicas. With a proper layout, overheads caused by the light source and the RET networks can be amortized without incurring significant interconnection overhead. The new RSU-G design also opens the possibility to use a different light source, such as thin-film edge emitting lasers or VCSELs [115], since intensity control is no longer needed. Moreover, placing multiple RET network replicas from multiple RSU-Gs on one waveguide enables the potential to use external light sources across all RSU-Gs without a need to integrate on-chip light sources. Previous work demonstrates selectively coupling optics from a single light source to a desired waveguide using ring resonators [57,114,116]. Finding the proper design and layout for a multiple RSU-G architecture is ongoing work.

3.4.3 Evaluation

The new RSU-G design described above preserves nearly the same architectural interface but adds an interface for temperature updates. Since our design guarantees no additional latency during temperature updates, speedups from the previous RSU-
G still hold [142]. However, we introduce a new application in this chapter, stereo vision, thus we implement two GPU versions of stereo vision with float precision energy and 8-bit integer energy implementation, and compare results with an RSU-G augmented GPU (RSU-G1) using the previous methodology [142] (i.e., best-effort GPU implementations with packed inputs as the baseline). Table 3.4 shows the execution time and speedup. RSU-G provides speedups similar to image segmentation in SD images, but provides higher speedup in HD images.

We estimate the area/power of the CMOS portion of the new RSU-G using Cacti [133] and a Verilog implementation synthesized using a predictive 15nm process [92]. First principles are used to calculate the area/power for QDLEDs [47,127], RET networks, and SPADs [5,86,113], as in the previous work [142]. Conservatively, area/power analysis uses one RSU-G per light source plus waveguides, i.e., each RSU-G has 8 independent QDLEDs. Waveguides are straight, with pitch equal to half width of a QDLED, and no circuitry in the spare area. Table 3.5 summarizes our evaluation. The new RSU-G design consumes a slightly higher (1.27×) power but keeps the same area compared to the previously proposed RSU-G. Most power increase is introduced by supporting more functionality in energy calculation. However, a single RET circuit alone consumes 0.7× area and 0.5× power compared to the previous design. Sharing light sources and waveguide can further reduce area/power. Most importantly, the new design achieves the goal of providing high result quality

### Table 3.4: Stereo vision execution time (seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>320x320 SD</th>
<th>1920x1080 HD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-label</td>
<td>64-label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU_float</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU_int8</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSU-G_aug</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedup_flt</td>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>5.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speedup_int8</td>
<td>2.828</td>
<td>5.323</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and significant speedups for MCMC MRF models.

To further compare RSU-G with pure-CMOS designs, we estimate the area of equivalent CMOS designs by replacing the sampling portion of RSU-G with an alternative true RNG (Intel DRNG [98]) and more aggressive pseudo-RNG designs (LFSR and mt19937 [94]). These RNGs lack programmability. As a result, generating parameterized distributions requires a LUT to store the target cumulative distribution function (e.g., store \{1,3,6,7\} for the discrete probability distribution \{1,2,3,1\}). The LUT size is proportional to the maximum number of supported labels.

Table 3.6 shows the estimated area comparison. To evaluate the potential benefits of RSU-G, we estimate RSU-G area in 1) a design where 4 RSU-Gs share a light source set (RSU-G\(_4\)share), and 2) an optimistic design in which many RSU-Gs share a light source set with negligible amortized area, and CMOS circuits can reside underneath the waveguides (RSU-G\(_{optimistic}\)). Mt19937 RNG area is obtained from the previous work [144] and scaled to 15nm technology [128]. We estimate the area when using one RNG per sampling unit (mt19937\(_{noshare}\)), per 2 units (mt19937\(_4\)share), and per 208 units (mt19937\(_{208share}\), maximum value in [144]). We consider only AES-256 [1] area, which is one of three stages in Intel DRNG. One Intel DRNG can only support one sampling unit given the throughput limitation [98]. The 19-bit LFSR design is the most aggressive herein. Our preliminary quality analysis shows that the design provides result quality as good as mt19937 and RSU-G for the selected benchmarks (stereo vision and motion estimation). However, the
result quality for other benchmarks and applications remains to be evaluated given the relatively short period of LFSR. Our work in the following chapter explores the possibility of a pure-CMOS design using a pseudo RNG. Previous work [117] uses true-RNG similar to [98] for neuron firing. Unlike Gibbs Sampling Unit in [117], RSU-G is a full functional unit. Overall, RSU-G can provide true-RNG using area comparable to LFSR designs and the power/area benefit [142] remains.

### 3.5 Limitations and Future Work

This work evaluates the result quality of three popular applications in computer vision, which we view as good representations of other applications in this field. The new RSU-G design keeps the same maximum number of labels that can be supported as the previous work, which provides sufficient support for most applications in this area. Nonetheless, providing support for more than 64 labels would expand the applications that can benefit from our approach. A deeper analysis of distribution truncation vs. timing precision is also needed to determine the optimal design parameters. Finally, although fabrication of RET technology [118,142], QDLED [47] and SPAD [109] are individually demonstrated elsewhere, a fully integrated RSU-G is yet to be demonstrated. We are also evaluating possible designs that use other types of light sources, which may further simplify fabrication. Photo-bleaching, which can degrade RET circuits, can be mitigated using known techniques [111].

Additional future work includes, but is not limited to, extending the samplers to support more than Gibbs Sampling, support for a wider application domain, and
exploring sampling from phase-type distributions.

3.6 Summary

The recent advances in statistical machine learning create new opportunities and challenges for improving overall computational efficiency. Direct support for probabilistic algorithms is an intriguing path to help alleviate the challenges due to the slowing of CMOS scaling. Several approaches that utilize emerging technologies are being explored in the community. This chapter builds on the recent technique of utilizing molecular-scale optical devices to construct efficient samplers that exploit the physical property of resonance energy transfer (RET). The previously proposed RET sampling unit for Gibbs Sampling (RSU-G) can be added to commodity processors or used to create a discrete accelerator and provide significant speedups.

We first propose a macro-scale RSU-G prototype, the first such system to our knowledge, that demonstrates the capability of a RET network to parameterize a distribution and run a real application. The NIST statistical test results confirm the RET network produces relatively high-quality randomness without post-processing.

We further ask and answer several questions related to the implementation of the RSU-G and how certain design decisions affect the overall application result quality. Using community standard metrics for three represented applications, we find that the previously proposed RSU-G does not provide adequate result quality. We identify four primary RSU-G design parameters and explore their impact on result quality. We present a new RSU-G design with minimal architectural interface changes that maintains the performance improvements of the previous design, and provides high result quality with a negligible area overhead and modest power increases. We also enable opportunities to further reduce power, area, and fabrication costs with a shared light source and waveguide design.

This work takes one more step on the path toward finding methods to accelerate
probabilistic algorithms. Next, we explore the feasibility of a pure CMOS stochastic processing unit that can maintain the performance, area, and power benefits of the RSU-G.
The new RSU-G is promising to accelerate 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling algorithms. Fabrication of RSU-G in an integrated circuit, however, requires an additional back-end-of-line process to integrate RET networks and optical devices onto traditional CMOS circuits, increasing manufacturing costs. One favorable property of RSU-G is the high-quality true randomness from the quantum states of RET networks, which in theory guarantees unrepeatable and unpredictable samples. Without RET circuits, the randomness needs to be provided by CMOS RNGs. A deterministic CMOS digital circuit only provides pseudo randomness without an external entropy source. A CMOS true RNG, such as Intel DRNG [98], consumes too much area/power. The key question is do we actually need a true RNG for our target 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling applications? If not, what RNGs are enough to provide good result quality?

In this chapter, we first explore the feasibility of a pure CMOS sampling unit equivalent to RSU-G. We evaluate six different RNGs (8-bit, 16-bit, 19-bit LFSR, Mersenne-Twister 19937 [94], and Intel DRNG with pseudo and true randomness) on motion estimation and stereo vision applications with 64-bit floating-point (FP64)
precision elsewhere. Unexpectedly, we discover a simple 19-bit LFSR is sufficient to provide good application end-point result quality. Using more complicated RNGs does not further improve result quality. We observe notable drops in quality if using lower quality RNGs than a 19-bit LFSR. The results indicate designing an efficient CMOS sampling unit providing functional equivalence to RSU-G is feasible.

Therefore, we propose a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) by replacing the RET-based sampler with a CMOS discrete sampler. The design uses the RSU-G front-end pipeline for energy computation and probability conversion, and thus keeps the RSU-G optimization techniques to improve the efficiency while maintaining high result quality, including: 1) dynamic scaling, 2) probability truncation (cut-off), and 3) $2^n$ approximation. The discrete sampler implements inverse transform sampling fed by the least 12-bits of a 19-bit LFSR and uses mathematical approximations to maximally simplify arithmetic computation in hardware. The SPU can be deployed on an FPGA or fabricated in an ASIC. We further optimize a design targeted to an Intel Arria 10 FPGA by adding an additional internal stage and packing multiple computations into one DSP. Importantly, the SPU does not change the architectural interface and thus maintains the sizable RSU-G speedups.

Our quality analysis on three 1st-Order MRF applications shows the SPU with a simple 19-bit LFSR achieves the same result quality as FP64 software. An FPGA HLS baseline is implemented to assess the option of directly using FP32 after energy computation without a specialized architecture. The SPU optimized for FPGA achieves at least $3 \times$ faster in performance and $33.7 \times$ less in memory compared with the HLS baseline, indicating a human-designed architecture is needed to improve efficiency. The SPU avoids using a complex RNG and thus saves 33% in area and 57% in power compared with an RSU-G without light source sharing. Note that the SPU results do not preclude other potential benefits of the true RNG in RSU-G such as unpredictable seeds [129], which is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 explores the relationship between RNGs and application result quality. Section 4.2 describes the SPU pipeline and optimization details. The evaluation is provided in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 describes limitations and future work. Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

4.1 RNGs vs. Application Result Quality

The key element of probabilistic algorithms is generating random samples using an RNG. The previously discussed RSU-G uses RET networks and optical devices to provide high-quality quantum randomness. Another example of an optical quantum RNG is a quantum photon RNG [139]. Although quantum randomness offers “a possibility for scientific proof of randomness” [129], those RNGs require optical elements in addition to conventional CMOS when fabricated as integrated circuits, increasing manufacturing costs.

Alternatively, we can use conventional CMOS technology for pseudo or true RNG without a quantum randomness guarantee. A straightforward approach is using pseudo RNG—pure digital logic and mathematical computation to produce a sequence of bits that seem to be “random”. One of the simplest, yet popular, pseudo
RNG is a Linear-Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). Figure 4.1 shows an example of a 3-bit LFSR that can generate pseudo-random numbers between one and seven. The key elements are a chain of shift registers, and XOR gates that feed into the beginning of the chain. The locations of the XORs are determined by the maximal-length polynomials so that every number—in this case, from one to seven—can be picked. Note that the initial state cannot be all zeros. A 3-bit LFSR has only a seven-cycle period: the pattern of random numbers will repeat after the seventh cycle. A more practical 19-bit LFSR has a period of \(2^{19} - 1 = 524,287\). A more complex pseudo RNG, Mersenne Twister introduced by Matsumoto and Nishimura [94], has a period of \(2^{19937} - 1\) and is usually used as the default pseudo RNG in many systems and IDEs, including MATLAB. CMOS-based true RNGs are available by utilizing thermal noise [98], telegraph noise [51], free-running oscillator [53], etc. In theory, a low-quality RNG can lead to biased results given a repeated pattern in a short period. Previous experiments show that bad RNGs can lead to significantly different results in Monte Carlo simulation [23]. More complex RNGs produce higher quality randomness, but typically consume more hardware resources: a Mersenne Twister needs 2.5KB of memory to buffer states; Intel DRNG [98] involves two stages of post-processing. Chapter 3 (Table 3.6) presented a preliminary area comparison by replacing RET circuits with other CMOS RNGs. The question is what RNGs are good enough in our targeted applications?

We evaluate application end-point result quality of C++ stereo vision and motion estimation using six different RNGs: 8, 16, 19-bit LFSRs, Mersenne Twister (mt19937), Intel DRNG with pseudo-random output (RDRAND), and Intel DRNG with true-random output (RDSEED). The C++ software uses FP64 precision elsewhere. Figure 4.2 shows the mean and standard deviation of result quality in bad-pixel percentage (BP) for stereo vision and end-point result (EPE) for motion estimation. Each bar is collected from 50 MCMC runs. Theoretically, RNGs
Figure 4.2: Result quality analysis over RNGs with floating-point elsewhere from left to right provide better randomness quality. Unexpectedly, a simple 19-bit LFSR provides the same application result quality as more complex RNGs (mt19937, RDRAND, and RDSEED). An example teddy result with 19-bit LFSR is provided in Figure 4.3a. The 8-bit LFSR has a repeated pattern every 255 cycles, which significantly degrades the result quality in 4 out of 6 benchmarks. An example result with a stripe pattern shows in Figure 4.3b. The 16-bit LFSR produces good result quality in 5 out of 6 benchmarks and slightly worse quality in motion estimation venus. However, since the period $65,535 = 255 \times 257$ is not a prime number, for the cases where the size of image inputs is aligned with the factors of the period, the effective period for these inputs is reduced and the result quality can drop. Figure 4.3c shows
an extreme example where teddy is cropped to 257 by 255 pixels. The result quality significantly drops compared with the original input with a size of 450 by 375. To avoid these cases, the LFSR period needs to be a prime, such as 524,287 in a 19-bit LFSR. These results indicate that a CMOS sampling unit providing functional equivalence to RSU-G is feasible using a pseudo RNG. The next section explores such a design.

4.2 Exploring a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit

In this section, we explore a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) by replacing the RET circuit sampler with a CMOS discrete sampler. The design provides equivalent functionality to RSU-G and flexibility to be deployed on an FPGA or fabricated in an ASIC. We demonstrate a couple of design optimization techniques for an Intel Arria 10 FPGA.

4.2.1 SPU Pipeline

Figure 4.4 shows the block diagram of the Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) pipeline. It is divided into four main stages (9 internal stages) with two internal decoupling FI-FIOs and an inverse transform method is used for the discrete sampler. The front-end
stages in the RSU-G before RET sampling stage is transferable to SPU. Techniques to improve result quality in these stages also apply to SPU and the previous design point still holds (recall Energy_{bits} = 8 and Lambda_{bits} = 4 in Chapter 3). The term “decay rate” λ is changed to “scaled probability” p_s for accuracy. A discrete sampler with a CMOS RNG replaces the RET sampling and comparison stages. The SPU supports two operating modes: 1) pure-sampling and 2) optimization (simulated annealing). Recall pure-sampling iteratively generates Gibbs samples using constant temperature T and simulated annealing strategically decreases the temperature per iteration for faster convergence. Compared with the related work [66, 87], the SPU exploits the discoveries from a comprehensive design space exploration by using: 1) full-custom precision; 2) optimization techniques including dynamic scaling (a.k.a., decay rate scaling), probability truncation, and 2^n approximation; 3) a simple 19-bit LFSR with the 12-bit LSB output. Below summarizes the operation of each stage.

**Energy Computation and Scaling** Figure 4.5a presents the block diagram of energy computation, the first stage in the SPU. Given the data, current label, and neighbor labels, the stage computes the total energy of a possible label E(i) per cycle. The energy E(i) is a weighted sum of singleton energy from data and doubleton energy from neighbor labels (Equation 4.1). α and β are application parameters approximated by
shift operations. The SPU supports three types of energy function including binary, absolute, and squared distance. $E(i)$ is then dynamically scaled using subtraction to maximize the dynamic range (Equation 4.2). Both $E(i)$ and $E_s(i)$ are 8-bit unsigned integers.

\[
E(i) = \alpha E_{\text{singleton}}(i) + \beta \sum E_{\text{neighborhood}}
\]  

\[
E_s(i) = E(i) - E_{\text{min}}
\]  

\textbf{Energy to Scaled Probability} \quad \text{In the third stage, the scaled energy $E_s(i)$ is converted to a scaled probability represented in 4-bit unsigned integer. The original probability is computed by $\exp(-E_s(i)/T)$ which is represented as a real number between 0 and 1 using floating-point in software, where $T$ is a fixed parameter per outer iteration. However, the probability is scaled using Equation 4.3 and truncated using Equation 4.4 to match the unsigned integer representation, where $P_{\text{bits}} = 4$ ($\Lambda_{\text{bits}} = 4$ in}
Chapter 3) is the number of bits in the scaled probability output $p_{tr}(i)$. Additionally, probability truncation drives all scaled probabilities that are less than one to zero and $2^n$ approximation rounds all scaled probabilities down to the nearest $2^n$ integer value (Equation 4.4). The value of $p_{tr}(i)$ can be pre-computed and stored in a look-up table (LUT). The values in the LUT need updates if $T$ changes between iterations.

$$p_s(i) = (2^{P_{bits}} - 1) \times \exp(-E_s(i)/T)$$

$$p_{tr}(i) = \lfloor 2^{|\log_2 p_s(i)|} \rfloor$$

(4.3) \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, energy to scaled energy conversion can be implemented in two ways: 1) using a LUT with energy as an index to load pre-calculated values, or 2) storing the energy boundary values for each $p_{tr}$ value and performing comparisons across the boundaries (or thresholds, $E_{th,s}$). The former design is more efficient when $p_{tr}$ has many unique values. However, since $p_{tr} \in \{0, 1, 2, 4, 8\}$ and $p_{tr}$ is monotonic, we can benefit from the latter design to reduce the total memory needed from 1024 bits to 32 bits. Figure 4.5b shows the energy to scaled probability conversion hardware. Furthermore, simulated annealing requires updating memory values at the end of each MCMC iteration. Reducing the memory to 32 bits significantly simplifies the update. The latency caused by memory update can be easily hidden by double buffering ($E_{th}^{(t)}$ and $E_{th}^{(t+1)}$).

**Discrete Sampling** The final stage of SPU generates a discrete sample per variable based on the probabilities of all possible label values $\{p_{tr}(0), p_{tr}(1), \ldots\}$ using the least 12-bits of a 19-bit LFSR to implement the inverse transform sampling [27]. A 19-bit LFSR generates a 19-bit uniform random number per cycle and update its internal states from $S^t$ to $S^{t+1}$ by Equation 4.5, where $s_i^t$ is the i-th bit of $S^t$ starting from
the least significant bit $s_0$.

\[ s_{18}^{t+1} = s_0^t \text{ XOR } s_1^t \text{ XOR } s_2^t \text{ XOR } s_5^t \]
\[ s_i^{t+1} = s_{i+1}^t, i \in \{0, ..., 17\} \tag{4.5} \]

Next, we take the least 12-bits of LFSR state $S$ as the uniform random output $R$ to generate a discrete random sample per variable. The logic behind picking 12 bits is provided later. Given the truncated scaled probability $p_{tr}$ of all possible labels, we accumulate a scaled Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) $c_{tr}(i) = \sum_{j=0}^{i} p_{tr}(j)$ for all possible labels and obtain the largest scaled CDF $\max(c_{tr})$ from the last possible label. The original inverse transform sampling picks label $i + 1$ if

\[ \frac{c_{tr}(i)}{\max(c_{tr})} < \frac{R}{R_{max}} \leq \frac{c_{tr}(i + 1)}{\max(c_{tr})} \tag{4.6} \]

or picks label 0 if $R/R_{max} \leq c_{tr}(0)/\max(c_{tr})$. $R_{max} = 2^{12} - 1$ is the maximum possible value of a uniform random output. To maximally avoid expensive divisions and multiplications, our discrete sampler turns divisions into multiplications and approximates $R_{max}$ to $R_{max} + 1 = 2^{12}$ so that a couple of multiplications become simple padding zeros. We pick label $i + 1$ if

\[ c_{tr}(i)(R_{max} + 1) \leq \max(c_{tr})R < c_{tr}(i + 1)(R_{max} + 1) \tag{4.7} \]

or pick label 0 if $\max(c_{tr})R < c_{tr}(0)(R_{max} + 1))$. Only $\max(c_{tr})R$ requires an actual hardware multiplier. The comparison operators are deliberately switched to compensate approximation errors. Figure 4.5c shows the CMOS discrete sampler. It contains an internal decoupling by a CDF FIFO. The phase before the FIFO accumulates a scaled CDF and the phase after decides an output label based on the scaled CDF and a random number.

A full output of the LFSR is a 19-bit integer. Picking a full or a subset of RNG output is a design trade-off: a narrower output increases bias introduced by
quantization and $R_{\text{max}} + 1$ approximation whereas a wider output raises the hardware cost of the subsequent logics. Figure 4.6 shows stereo vision and motion estimation result quality vs. RNG output bits in the discrete sampler. A narrower output significantly degrades result quality. Result quality plateaus after 9-bits of RNG output. We conservatively pick 12-bits since it theoretically improves the precision and only incurs 48$\mu m^2$ area overhead in the discrete sampler compared with 9-bits in a preliminary 15nm synthesis. A design that outputs all 19-bits incurs an additional 120$\mu m^2$ overhead and we consider it unnecessary given the theoretical quality improvement is very marginal.

### 4.2.2 Optimization for FPGA

Compared with RSU-G, the CMOS SPU provides flexibility to be deployed on an FPGA or fabricated in an ASIC. We further optimize the above design specifically for an Intel Arria 10 FPGA by adding an additional internal stage in energy computation and packing multiple “sum of square” computations into one DSP. Adding an internal stage (i.e., 10 internal stages in total) increases Fmax from 321MHz to 374MHz. A fully-registered DSP can further improve Fmax. An unverified design with 11 total internal stages brings Fmax to 408MHz, close to the DSP Fmax limit (459MHz) in
the specific FPGA model. Note that SPU operation frequency is jointly determined by SPU Fmax and a system-level architecture. A thorough optimization should incorporate with the system-level architecture and performing such an optimization is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Placing more SPUs on an FPGA accelerator generally provides higher speedups. Without considering a system-level architecture, the maximum number of SPUs can be synthesized in the specific Arria 10 FPGA (10AX115N2F40E2LG) is limited by the total number of DSPs. Each SPU takes 6 DSPs: 4 for doubleton, 1 for singleton, and 1 for the discrete sampler. Each DSP can compute an at-most 18-bit by 18-bit “sum of square”. The SPU implements four 3-bit by 3-bit “sum of square” for doubleton computation, each takes an entire DSP with most bits unutilized. We found it is mathematically possible to pack two of such computations into one DSP without interfering with each other by using the highest and lowest 3-bits of DSP inputs respectively, demonstrated in Figure 4.7. This technique reduces SPU DSP usage from 6 to 4 and thus creates the capability to place more SPUs into an FPGA accelerator, increasing the potential speedups. The next section shows the full synthesis results.

4.3 Evaluation

We implement the SPU in Verilog and Chisel, and High-Level Synthesis (HLS). The Verilog and Chisel implementation is verified in QuestaSim simulation and HLS.
implementation is verified in an FPGA prototype. This section presents SPU result quality, FPGA synthesis results, and ASIC synthesis results.

4.3.1 Result Quality

We use QuestaSim simulation to evaluate the end-point result quality of Verilog SPU implementation. The applications and datasets are the same as those assessed in Chapter 3: image segmentation (30 images), motion estimation (3 datasets), and stereo vision (3 datasets). The FP64 software baseline is implemented in MATLAB. Figure 4.8 shows the result quality comparison between the FP64 software and the SPU for stereo vision and motion estimation. Figure 4.9 shows the mean and standard deviation of 30 image segmentation results in four quality metrics. Each result is collected by a single run per dataset in optimization mode (simulated annealing).

We validate that the SPU with a simple 19-bit LFSR as its RNG achieves the same result quality as the FP64 software. We also obtain similar high-quality application results on an Intel Arria 10 FPGA prototype.

4.3.2 FPGA

We evaluate four different implementations of the SPU on an Intel Arria 10 FPGA: 1) a hand-written Verilog for ASIC (verilog-asic), 2) a hand-written Verilog optimized
for FPGA (verilog-fpga), 3) a High-Level Synthesis (HLS) implementation (hls-int) that matches the hand-written Verilog (but using HLS basic integer data-types), and 4) an HLS implementation with a 32-bit floating-point (FP32) back-end after energy computation (hls-fp), eliminating the energy scaling stage. Hls-fp is developed in order to assess the option of directly using FP32 representation inside the SPU for probability conversion and sampling. Table 4.1 shows the synthesis results. As discussed previously, verilog-fpga increases Fmax by adding an internal stage and reduces DSP usage by packing computations. Hls-int is close to verilog-fpga in terms of performance (frequency and initiation interval), but consumes more resources. The resource usage of hls-int can be further decreased by using reduced-precision
Table 4.1: Resource usage and performance of various SPU implementations on Arria 10 FPGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Verilog-asic</th>
<th>Verilog-fpga</th>
<th>Hls-int</th>
<th>Hls-fp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (MHz)</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMs</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>1,189</td>
<td>4,407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>2,551</td>
<td>7,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Bits</td>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>10,688</td>
<td>49,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPs</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation Interval (Cycles)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: SPU area and power consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuitry</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPU Total</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Integers. \(Hls-fp\) consumes 13.7× ALMs, 33.7× memory, 6.3× DSPs compared to \(verilog-fpga\) and most importantly performs remarkably worse due to its lower frequency and throughput (initiation interval) caused by the FP addition [54]. Clearly, naively implementing the SPU in FP32 consumes too many resources and significantly reduces the performance benefits. A human-designed architecture is needed to improve efficiency.

4.3.3 **ASIC**

We estimate the ASIC area/power for SPU implemented in Chisel. Compared with Verilog, Chisel provides easier access to design space exploration used for Chapter 6. Circuitry elements written in Chisel are synthesized in a predictive 15nm library [92] using Synopsys Design Compiler. Memory elements, including a 64×8-bit energy FIFO, a 64×9-bit CDF FIFO, and a 64×6-bit label LUT, are estimated using Cacti 7 [8] in 22nm technology, the smallest supported technology. Table 4.2 summarizes the results. Total area/power is the sum of 15nm circuitry and 22nm memory elements. Power is estimated at 1GHz. Since Cacti requires widths in multiples of bytes,
we estimate a 64-byte LUT and scale it to the label LUT ($97.5 \times 0.75 \, \mu m^2$ and $0.8 \times 0.75 \, mW$). Similarly, the CDF FIFO is estimated from a 64-byte FIFO ($215 \times 1.125 \, \mu m^2$ and $0.18 \times 1.125 \, mW$). The SPU saves 33% in area and 57% in power compared with an RSU-G without light source sharing (cf. Table 3.5). RSU-G requires a timing detection clock running $8 \times$ faster in RET circuits and notable power saving is observed in the SPU without those circuits. The SPU can run up to 3.3GHz, bounded by the SPU energy computation stage. Importantly, the SPU keeps the same architectural interface as RSU-G and thus maintains sizable performance benefits from RSU-G: 21-84× speedups as a discrete accelerator over a Titan X GPU [142].

4.4 Limitations and Future Work

Using CMOS technology enables the potential to address several limitations in the RSU-G, including 1) the maximum number of possible labels is limited to 64 per random variable; 2) the supported solver is limited to Gibbs Sampling, with the support of simulated annealing; 3) graphical model is limited to a 1st-order MRF. Addressing these limitations is our future work, which leads to a more generalized stochastic processing unit in a wider scope of probabilistic computing. Our work evaluates RNGs vs. application result quality using an empirical approach, as previous work does in the field of Monte Carlo simulation [23, 24, 126]. Related work is discussed in Chapter 7. An analytical approach is ideal, but difficult to our knowledge given the complexity of MCMC methods. The effect of a 19-bit LFSR on other applications remains to be assessed. Finally, like most previous work in hardware accelerators, our result quality analysis in this chapter focuses only on end-point result quality using application community-standard benchmarks and metrics, which omits other important statistical properties in probabilistic computing. The next chapter proposes a comprehensive methodology to address those statistical properties.
4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we evaluate the feasibility of a CMOS sampling unit to accelerate 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling using a pseudo RNG. We empirically explore the relationship between six RNGs with different theoretical quality and end-point result quality in 1st-Order MRF applications. We unexpectedly found a simple 19-bit LFSR is sufficient to provide empirically good result quality in the tested applications. Using more complicated RNGs does not further improve the result quality. We propose a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) functionally equivalent to the RSU-G by replacing the RET-based sampler with a CMOS discrete sampler. The design produces the same end-point result quality as FP64 software in three assessed applications. The simple 19-bit LFSR avoids area/power overhead of a complex RNG and saves 33% in area and 57% in power, compared with RSU-G. The CMOS SPU design provides a starting point to explore a generalized architecture in a wider scope of probabilistic computing.

In the next chapter, we re-examine the methodology used in this chapter, as used in many previous works, for evaluating quality of a probabilistic accelerator. We expose limitations on the current methodology focusing only on end-point result quality and propose a new framework to address statistical robustness.
Statistical Robustness

The previous chapters present two MCMC acceleration units for 1st-Order MRF Gibbs Sampling. Many specialized accelerators, including RSU-G and SPU, are proposed to address the sampling inefficiency of probabilistic algorithms [9,16,67,79,84,87,100], by utilizing approximation techniques to improve the hardware efficiency, such as reducing bit representation, truncating small values to zero, or simplifying the random number generator. Understanding the influence of these approximations on the application results is crucial to meet the quality requirement in real applications. A hardware accelerator should provide correct execution of target algorithms.

A common approach to evaluating correctness is to compare the end-point result quality ("accuracy") against accurately-measured or hand-labeled ground-truth data using community-standard benchmarks and metrics: the hardware execution is considered to be correct if it provides comparable "accuracy" to the software-only implementations that do not have these approximations. However, in the domain of probabilistic computing/algorithms, correctness is defined by more than the end-point result of executing the algorithm, and includes additional statistical properties that convey uncertainty and interpretability about the end-point result. End-point
“accuracy” is necessary but not sufficient to claim correctness: 1) given the uncertainty of input data, the observed end-point result quality has no indication of “accuracy” for unseen data, and thus just making statements on the observed “accuracy” is not enough; 2) many applications look beyond the end-point “accuracy” and consider uncertainty quantification; 3) measuring “accuracy” may not always be possible as ground-truth data is not always accessible. Current methodologies for evaluating probabilistic accelerators are often incomplete or adhoc in evaluating correctness, focusing only on end-point “accuracy” or limited statistical properties. Failure to adequately account for domain-defined correctness can have adverse or catastrophic outcomes, such as a surgeon failing to completely remove a tumor due to incorrect uncertainty in a segmented image [22, 97]. Therefore, a probabilistic architecture should provide some measure (or guarantee) of statistical robustness.

This chapter takes a first step toward defining metrics and a methodology for quantitatively evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators beyond end-point result quality. We propose three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. Each pillar has at least one quantitative empirical metric, does not require ground-truth data, and collectively these pillars enable comparison of specialized hardware to 64-bit floating-point (FP64) software implementation. We expose several challenges with naively applying existing popular metrics for our purposes, including: high dimensionality of the target applications, and random variables with zero variance. Therefore, we modify the existing methodologies for sampling quality and convergence diagnostic, and propose a new metric for convergence diagnostic. Below is a summary of each pillar.

Pillar I) Sampling Quality. The intrinsic nature of MCMC methods creates dependency between samples. A sufficient number of independent samples are needed to converge and produce high-quality results. We use Effective Sample Size (ESS) [79, 132] to measure the number of independent samples drawn from an MCMC
run, and report the arithmetic mean as a scalar metric. The existing method does not consider a practically possible case that a random variable empirically produces zero variance. We modified the method to report “overall” and “active” ESS values separately to account for possible biases. Low ESS indicates that more iterations may be required to generate sufficient independent samples.

**Pillar II) Convergence Diagnostic.** The total running time of an MCMC run is determined by when it converges. Convergence can be measured by Gelman-Rubin’s $\hat{R}$ [15], but this metric is undefined for variables with zero variance. Therefore, we propose a process to determine convergence that accounts for zero variance and a new metric—*convergence percentage*—based on $\hat{R}$, to measure the total percentage of converged results. Low convergence percentage indicates that more iterations are required for the model to converge.

**Pillar III) Goodness of Fit.** In the absence of ground-truth data (labeled data), it is important to understand the differences between the baseline FP64 and hardware end-point results to evaluate the overall quality of hardware. We provide two “goodness of fit” approaches: 1) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) on application specific data relative to a software reference, and 2) Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [73] to evaluate all possible data inputs in the binary label case and provide the worst-case distribution divergence.

The three pillars can inform end-users by characterizing existing hardware and inform hardware designers by using the pillars in design space exploration. This chapter presents the first scenario in a case study. We demonstrate the framework in a representative probabilistic accelerator—the SPU proposed in Chapter 4—and show that 1) end-point result quality alone is insufficient, particularly for predicting outcome for previously unseen inputs; 2) FP64 is insufficient as ground-truth since in some cases more limited precision can produce more accurate end-point results based on labeled data; and 3) the accelerator achieves the same application end-
point result quality as the FP64 software, confirming the previous chapter, but has compromised ESS and convergence percentage results. The analysis reveals that applications need to run 2× more iterations on the accelerator to achieve the same statistical robustness as FP64, reducing the accelerator’s effective speedup. The next chapter demonstrates how the three pillars can be used for architectural design space exploration, using the SPU as a case study.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces three pillars of statistical robustness and their insights. Section 5.2 describes the analysis of statistical robustness on existing probabilistic hardware. Section 5.3 discusses limitations and future work and Section 5.4 summarizes this chapter.

### 5.1 Three Pillars of Statistical Robustness

To identify appropriate measures of hardware statistical robustness, we draw on known techniques utilized by domain experts to evaluate their models and algorithms. Ideally, we could formally prove bounds on relevant metrics [33, 56]. Unfortunately, some hardware optimizations (e.g., truncation to zero) make formal proofs extremely difficult or impossible. A provable architecture introduces more complicated hardware. Therefore, we rely on existing empirical diagnostic tests for MCMC techniques, based on foundations in statistics, to establish three pillars for assessing a probabilistic accelerator’s statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality [132], 2) convergence diagnostic [26], and 3) goodness of fit. Each pillar has at least one quantitative measure, and provides insight to application users and to hardware designers. Collectively these pillars help in understanding/explaining end-point results, and can indicate the performance of the MCMC execution, such as how many iterations are required to converge. Note that the statistical robustness is jointly affected by the algorithm and hardware architecture. Therefore, we compare hardware results with an FP64 software as the baseline to extract the impact of hardware optimizations. The
remainder of this section presents our proposed three pillars for evaluating statistical robustness of an MCMC accelerator.

5.1.1 Pillar 1: Sampling Quality

A sampling algorithm with perfect sampling quality generates independent samples. However, an MCMC sample is drawn based on the current values of random variables—the outcome of samples in the previous iteration. This dependency creates correlations between samples which is non-trivial until several subsequent samples are drawn, which can be represented as an autocorrelation time $\tau$. This implies that by generating $n$ samples from MCMC, only $n/\tau$ samples can be considered independent. A sufficient number of independent samples are required to derive meaningful statistical measures (e.g., mean and variance). Note that the sample dependency is an intrinsic property of MCMC algorithms and exists even with a perfect random number generator and FP64 precision.

Effective Sample Size (ESS) is commonly used as a sampling quality metric that represents how many independent samples are drawn among all the dependent samples. In general, higher ESS indicates the MCMC sampler is more efficient at generating independent samples. Unfortunately, there is no consensus on a single ESS definition [40]. We use the definition discussed by Kass et al. [61] based on autocorrelation. Since closed form expressions for ESS are difficult, we estimate ESS using the known initial positive sequence (IPS) methods [79, 132].

$$ESS = n/(1 + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{K} \rho(k))$$ \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

We estimate ESS on a univariate random variable using Equation 5.1, where $n$ is the number of dependent MCMC samples (iterations) and $\rho(k)$ is the autocorrelation function of the sample sequence. We sum up the first $K$ contiguous lags where
\( \rho(k) + \rho(k + 1) \geq 0 \). Theoretically, \( ESS = n \) provides the best sampling quality where all samples are independent; however, Equation 5.1 is an estimate of ESS, and thus it is numerically possible that \( ESS > n \).

The above ESS method cannot be directly applied to our evaluation for two reasons. First, many MCMC problems are high-dimensional (many random variables). For example, in stereo vision a \( 320 \times 320 \) input image has 102,400 dimensions. The above ESS does not account for multidimensional problems. Furthermore, the above ESS has no definition when all collected samples have the same value (zero empirical variance), which is possible in practice as shown in Section 5.2. An ideal metric can report a scalar ESS value to account for both issues. While methods exist to report multivariate ESS [137], to our knowledge they are not practical in our case and they do not allow zero variance for any variable.

To address multi-dimensionality, we consider each dimension (each pixel in our applications) as a separate random variable (RV) to compute ESS per dimension separately and report a scalar value of mean ESS among all dimensions. To further address zero variance, we propose two metrics: 1) mean “overall” ESS that omits the random variables with zero variance in software and hardware implementations, respectively; and 2) mean “active” ESS, a paired metric that only includes the random variables with non-zero variance in both software and hardware. Section 5.2 suggests overall ESS is biased toward software due to small but non-zero variance. Active ESS omits small variance in software, which can potentially benefit hardware implementations. Algorithm 5.1 and Algorithm 5.2 outlines the procedure of computing the two metrics.

**Pillar Insight.** If ESS is low it may take more MCMC iterations to achieve an acceptable ESS. If a hardware accelerator produces substantially lower ESS than software, the additional iterations may reduce its effective speedup.
Algorithm 5.1: Overall ESS

**Input:** trace of multidimensional samples $X$ from a MCMC run, either in software or hardware implementations.

$\text{sum\_ESS} = 0$, $\text{num\_valid\_rvs} = 0$

for $x$ (trace of each univariable RV) in $X$

| if variance($x$) $\neq 0$ then |
| $\text{sum\_ESS} += \text{ESS}(x)$ |
| $\text{num\_valid\_rvs}++$ |

end

**Output:** overall\_ESS = $\text{sum\_ESS}/\text{num\_valid\_rvs}$

Algorithm 5.2: Active ESS

**Input:** trace of multidimensional samples $X_{sw}$ from a MCMC run in software, and $X_{hw}$ in hardware implementations.

$\text{sum\_ESS}_{sw} = 0$, $\text{sum\_ESS}_{hw} = 0$

$\text{num\_valid\_rvs} = 0$

for $x_{sw}$ (trace of each univariable RV in software) in $X_{sw}$ and $x_{hw}$ (trace of corresponding RV in hardware) in $X_{hw}$

| if variance($x_{sw}$) $\neq 0$ and variance($x_{hw}$) $\neq 0$ then |
| $\text{sum\_ESS}_{sw} += \text{ESS}(x_{sw})$ |
| $\text{sum\_ESS}_{hw} += \text{ESS}(x_{hw})$ |
| $\text{num\_valid\_rvs}++$ |

end

active\_ESS\_sw = $\text{sum\_ESS}_{sw}/\text{num\_valid\_rvs}$

active\_ESS\_hw = $\text{sum\_ESS}_{hw}/\text{num\_valid\_rvs}$

**Output:** active\_ESS\_sw, active\_ESS\_hw

5.1.2 Pillar 2: Convergence Diagnostic

An important question for an MCMC method is when to stop iterating, determined by when the MCMC is converged. Similar to ESS, the time to convergence is used to analyze algorithms and input data when using software even with FP64 and good random number generators. Multiple methods exist to measure the convergence. A comprehensive review is provided by Cowles et al. [26]. We use Gelman-Rubin’s $\hat{R}$ [15], a popular quantitative method provided by many statistical packages, to measure whether a univariate random variable (e.g., a pixel in stereo vision) is converged.
at a certain iteration.

Gelman-Rubin’s \( \hat{R} \) (potential scale reduction factor) estimates the convergence by comparing the between-chain variance (\( B \)) and within-chain variance (\( W \)) across multiple independent runs on the same MCMC instance\(^1\). Equations 5.2 to 5.5 show the computation to obtain an \( \hat{R} \) given the sample trace \( x \) from \( m \) independent MCMC runs, each with \( n \) samples. \( \sigma^2_+ \) is an overestimate on the variance of a random variable. As a rule of thumb \([15,34]\), a univariate random variable is considered converged when \( \hat{R} < 1.1 \). Typically larger \( \hat{R} \) indicates that more iterations are needed to converge. Note that the \( \hat{R} \) method requires a random value initialized from an overdispersed distribution. We meet this requirement by initializing random variables (i.e., initial labels of pixels) uniform-randomly.

\[
\frac{B}{n} = \frac{1}{m-1} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (\bar{x}_j - \bar{x}_.)^2 \tag{5.2}
\]

\[
W = \frac{1}{m(n-1)} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{t=1}^{n} (x_{jt} - \bar{x}_j)^2 \tag{5.3}
\]

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2_+ = \frac{(n-1)}{n} \times W + \frac{B}{n} \tag{5.4}
\]

\[
\hat{R}^2 = \frac{m + 1}{m} \frac{\hat{\sigma}^2_+}{W} - \frac{n - 1}{mn} \tag{5.5}
\]

A scalar convergence diagnostic is preferred for multi-dimensional applications. Similar to ESS, handling high dimensions and the random variables with zero empirical variance (\( W = 0 \)) is challenging using existing methods \([15,138]\). The original Gelman-Rubin’s \( \hat{R} \) metric has no definition at \( W = 0 \). Considering each dimension as a separate random variable (RV), we propose an extended procedure (shown in Figure 5.1) to consider a random variable converged when \( B = 0 \) and \( W = 0 \), which indicates all samples are the same value from different iterations and MCMC runs. A

\(^1\) Instance refers to the same input data, model and configuration parameters.
random variable is not considered converged when \( B > 0 \) and \( W = 0 \), which indicates samples are the same value within MCMC runs, but different across MCMC runs. We propose *convergence percentage*, the percentage of converged univariate random variables, as our new metric. Algorithm 5.3 outlines the procedure of computing convergence percentage.

**Algorithm 5.3:** Convergence percentage

**Input:** trace of multidimensional samples \( X \) from \( m \) MCMC runs, either in FP64 software or hardware implementations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{num}_\text{converged}_\text{rvs} &= 0, \text{num}_\text{rvs} = 0 \\
\text{for } x \text{ (trace of each univariable RV) in } X \text{ do} \\
&\quad \text{if } (\hat{R}(x) < 1.1) \text{ or } (B = 0 \text{ and } W = 0) \text{ then} \\
&\qquad \text{num}_\text{converged}_\text{rvs}++ \\
&\text{num}_\text{rvs}++ \\
\text{end} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{convergence}_{\%} &= \frac{\text{num}_\text{converged}_\text{rvs}}{\text{num}_\text{rvs}} \times 100 \text{ (in \%)}
\end{align*}
\]

**Output:** convergence percentage

**Pillar Insight.** Low convergence percentage indicates that more iterations are needed for the model to converge. If a hardware accelerator takes substantially more iterations to converge than the software, the additional iterations may reduce its effective speedup.

5.1.3 Pillar 3: Goodness of Fit

Finally, understanding the “goodness of fit”—the difference between end-point results produced by the software and by the hardware accelerator—is critical to evaluating the overall quality of the hardware accelerator. A straightforward approach
is to compare the end-point result quality using community-standard benchmarks and metrics. However, ground-truth data are not always available. We provide two “goodness of fit” approaches: 1) using application specific data to measure how good the hardware results fit a reference software result, and 2) using a distribution divergence measurement to evaluate all possible data inputs and provide the worst-case divergence.

Application Data Analysis

We are interested in how close/different the results are between the software and hardware. Popular quantitative metrics for “goodness of fit” include Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and coefficient of determination ($R^2$). We choose RMSE given the value of $R^2$ can be misleading by the small variance of the software results. RMSE measures the root of average squared difference between the result from a hardware MCMC run and a reference software run, ranging from 0 to infinity where lower is better. Due to the stochastic nature of MCMC methods, each MCMC run can have different end-point results for either software or hardware. To account for this variation, we compute RMSE for both hardware and software with respect to a reference software result from multiple MCMC runs. The reference software result is obtained using the mode of multiple software runs to minimize the result variation in a single software reference run.

Data-independent Analysis

Recall the step-1 of sampling is computing the probability distribution to sample from. Hardware approximations in this step introduce divergence from the distribution obtained from FP64 software. Quantifying the distribution divergence of hardware from software provides 1) insights on why the results are good (or bad), 2) how the hardware may perform on unobserved data, and 3) the worst-case divergence
in arbitrary data inputs.

One popular divergence measurement is Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. Given the same input data, model, configuration parameters, and states of neighbors, the distribution of a given random variable is computed as $P_{sw}$ from FP64 software and $P_{hw}$ from a hardware implementation. KL divergence ($D_{KL}$) from $P_{hw}$ to $P_{sw}$ is defined in Equation 5.6. $\chi$ is a collection of all possible outcomes of the random variable and $i$ is a possible outcome.

$$D_{KL}(P_{sw}||P_{hw}) = \sum_{i \in \chi} p_{sw}(i) \log \frac{p_{sw}(i)}{p_{hw}(i)}$$ (5.6)

One major drawback of KL-divergence is it goes to infinity when any entry of $P_{hw}(i)$ is zero while $P_{sw}(i)$ is non-zero, which is likely to happen under the hardware technique of truncating small probabilities to zero, and thus cannot be directly applied to our study. Therefore, we choose Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) as our divergence measurement [73], shown in Equation 5.7. JSD is defined based on KL-divergence, where $M = (1/2)P_{sw} + (1/2)P_{hw}$. Note that KL-divergence is asymmetric: $D_{KL}(P_{sw}||P_{hw}) \neq D_{KL}(P_{hw}||P_{sw})$, but JSD is symmetric: $D_{JS}(P_{sw}||P_{hw}) = D_{JS}(P_{hw}||P_{sw})$. A lower JSD is preferable, showing distributions of a random variable computed from FP64 software and hardware implementations are close.

$$D_{JS}(P_{sw}||P_{hw}) = \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}(P_{sw}||M) + \frac{1}{2}D_{KL}(P_{hw}||M)$$ (5.7)

Evaluating JSD on arbitrary data inputs for a random variable with many possible labels, such as in stereo vision, is challenging in both analytical and empirical approaches given the complicated mathematical representation and the large parameter space. In this work, we evaluate the JSD in binary label cases, such as in a foreground-background image segmentation.
**Pillar Insight.** Substantially worse RMSE or JSD results for a hardware accelerator means it is likely producing low quality application end-point results and more iterations or model/hardware design changes may be required.

5.2 Analyzing Existing Hardware

We apply the three pillars of statistical robustness on an existing MCMC hardware, the Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) described in Chapter 4. Recall the SPU uses approximation techniques including full-custom precision, truncating small scaled probability to zero, $2^n$ approximation, and a simple 19-bit LFSR as RNG. The SPU achieves the same result quality as FP64 software in three applications. However, we are left with the question: *How do these approximations influence the SPU statistical robustness?* This section answers this question.

5.2.1 Methodology

In this work, we consider a single SPU as it is sufficient to explore the statistical robustness questions. We primarily utilize MATLAB for both the FP64 software and for a functionally equivalent SPU simulator. We choose stereo vision and motion estimation as our test applications. Each disparity per pixel in stereo vision is treated as a random variable. Each 2D motion vector per pixel in motion estimation is considered as two random variables $x$ and $y$. We pick the same three datasets from Middlebury [7, 125] for each application as the previous chapters. We use FP64 runs to find the application parameters (e.g., $\alpha$ and $\beta$). Motion estimation has one set of parameters for all datasets, and stereo vision has two sets for all datasets. Some parameters can be optimized in a training process, which is beyond the scope of this work. We also considered, but omit, image segmentation since it converges too fast (30 iterations for simulated annealing) to produce meaningful statistical measurements.
Recall the SPU supports two operating modes: pure sampling that produces the full estimated distribution (sampling), and optimization using simulated-annealing (optimization) that converges quickly to an exact result. For optimization, measuring Effective Sample Size (ESS) and Gelman Rubin’s $\hat{R}$ is not conceptually meaningful, we evaluate sampling quality and convergence diagnostic for sampling only and goodness of fit for both modes. Parameter settings for each dataset are the same in sampling as in optimization, except for a different, fixed temperature. Our empirical results show that all datasets converge after 1,000 iterations for optimization and 3,000 for sampling, except for poster in stereo vision which takes only 500 and 1,500 iterations, respectively.

5.2.2 Results Analysis

Sampling Quality

We analyze ESS on SPU compared with the FP64 software by collecting the last 1,000 iterations of MCMC runs in the two applications. We evaluate the ESS per random variable and report the arithmetic mean. Figure 5.2 shows an example
ESS per random variable in stereo vision *teddy* dataset. Red regions indicate the random variables with zero variance, and thus ESS cannot be calculated. Due to truncating small probabilities to zero, more random variables in the SPU have zero variance than in the software. We consider a random variable with zero variance inactive. The percentage of inactive random variables with respect to the total (a.k.a. inactive percentage) in three stereo vision datasets are 26.9% for *art*, 44.6% for *poster*, and 26.2% for *teddy* in the SPU, compared with 0.3% for *art*, 4.1% for *poster*, and 1.4% for *teddy* in the FP64 software. Motion estimation exhibits similar inactive percentages. Zero variance means the probability of a possible label is large enough that all random samples pick the same label empirically, which can indicate convergence. The variance of corresponding inactive random variables in the FP64 software is consistently small, indicating the random variable is likely to consistently pick the same label as well—a concentrated distribution. Therefore, a high inactive percentage does not necessarily imply bad result quality.

Figure 5.3 shows the ESS arithmetic mean for a single MCMC run per dataset. We verify that different runs have a small ESS difference (< 6 in stereo vision). The mean “overall” ESS eliminates the random variables with zero variance in the software and hardware, respectively. Figure 5.2 reveals that the inactive regions in
the SPU (red) correspond to the regions with high ESS in the FP64 software due to small but non-zero variance (yellow), and thus overall ESS is biased toward the software. Therefore, we also report the mean “active” ESS which only includes the regions with non-zero variance in both the software and the SPU, where ESS is more meaningful. As a consequence, the active ESS eliminates the regions with small variance in the software, which can potentially benefit the SPU. The importance of these small variance needs to be evaluated and we are actively looking for methods to account for these regions. The FP64 software has $1.1-1.4 \times$ higher active ESS than the SPU in stereo vision and around $1.2 \times$ in motion estimation. This implies the SPU needs to run $1.1-1.4 \times$ iterations to reach the same active ESS as the software.

Convergence Diagnostic

We evaluate the convergence diagnostic of SPU using the proposed convergence percentage metric. Each convergence percentage value is collected from 10 runs per dataset. Each run forfeits the first half of iterations as the burn-in period and only keeps the second half, as proposed by Gelman and Rubin [34]. Recall a random variable is considered converged if $\hat{R} < 1.1$ or both within-chain variance $W$ and
between-chain variance $B$ are zero. Figure 5.4 shows the results. The number of iterations is normalized with respect to SPU runs in stereo vision and are the same in motion estimation. Overall, convergence percentage is high in both the software and the SPU: more than 80% of random variables in stereo vision and more than 90% in motion estimation. More than 99.5% of random variables with $W = 0$ in the SPU are converged. In stereo vision, the SPU reaches the same or better convergence percentage than software with $2 \times$ iterations. This indicates the SPU needs to be at least $2 \times$ faster in order to have a better overall performance in this application in terms of convergence percentage. Previous work [142] as well as chapters 3 and 4 shows that RSU-G and the SPU provide the speedups of at least $2.8-5.5 \times$ and up to $84 \times$. The SPU has higher convergence percentages than the FP64 software in motion estimation, indicating the SPU converges faster in this application. Note that converging to a distribution faster does not necessarily lead to a better end-point result. The goodness of fit should be evaluated.

Goodness of Fit

Figure 5.5 shows the RMSE box plots of 10 MCMC runs per dataset compared with a reference result obtained by the mode of 10 software runs per dataset. Solid boxes show the range from 25th to 75th percentile with the medians of data as the horizontal lines inside. The whiskers include the range of data that are not considered as outliers. We use $1.5 \times$ interquartile range as the rule to decide outliers, shown as pluses. Whiskers of the FP64 software and the SPU overlap in all stereo vision benchmarks, suggesting close results. RMSE results in motion estimation are visually different in Figure 5.5b. However, these differences are small considering the small scale of y-axis. The FP64 software and the SPU produce closer results in simulated annealing optimization mode.

Figure 5.6 shows the end-point result quality using ground-truth data and appli-
Figure 5.5: Root Mean Squared Error (lower is better). Scales are different in (a) and (b) due to application differences.

Figure 5.6: Application end-point result quality (lower is better)
cation metrics. Most whiskers of the FP64 software and the SPU overlap except for art in stereo vision and rubberwhale in motion estimation, both of which are in sampling mode. In optimization mode, software and SPU whiskers overlap, indicating the difference in end-point result quality is very small. This is consistent with the single-run results in Section 4.3. Note that no obvious differences between software and the SPU are visually observable in the stereo vision disparity maps and motion estimation flow maps.

It seems intuitive to assume that FP64 software should produce no worse results than hardware with limited precision, truncation, and a simplified RNG. We find this assumption holds in most but not all cases. We observe that in sampling mode of dimetrodon, the SPU has consistently lower end-point result error (Figure 5.6b) but higher RMSE (Figure 5.5b) than the FP64 software. To better understand this result, we examine per-pixel differences of end-point error between the software reference and the SPU, as shown in Figure 5.7. Blue regions correspond to lower end-point error in the SPU and yellow to lower end-point error in FP64 software. The figure suggests the FP64 software and the SPU have strengths in different regions, which potentially leads to a high RMSE compared to the software reference. This result indicates two insights: 1) software with higher precision does not necessarily produce better application end-point result quality, and 2) a higher RMSE compared to software does not always indicate worse application end-point result quality. Although bad pixel-percentage results are consistent with RMSE in stereo vision, the general link between the goodness of fit measure and the application end-point result quality needs to be further explored. This confirms collectively applying all three pillars beyond end-point result is necessary to evaluate correctness.

We analyze the Jensen-Shannon Divergence of the SPU relative to the software with FP64 probability representation. Our goal is to provide insights on why hardware exhibits good or bad application end-point results and how it may perform
Figure 5.7: *Dimetrodon* end-point error difference ($spu - sw$) at pixel level. End-point error: 0.581 (software) vs. 0.567 (SPU).

Figure 5.8: Jensen-Shannon Divergence comparison between designs: SPU vs. 1st-gen RSU-G [142]
with arbitrary input data. We assume each random variable has a binary distribution in this analysis. By sweeping a wide range of possible energy inputs $E(i)$ (refer to Equation 4.1) from 0 to 255 in integer, corresponding to arbitrary data inputs, Figure 5.8 plots JSD for two temperatures (1 and 10) and two different microarchitectures: 1) the SPU and 2) an early design [142]—1st-gen RSU-G—that was shown to lack sufficient precision and dynamic range as discussed in Chapter 3. These results clearly show the problems with the 1st-gen RSU-G. The more recent SPU has negligible JSDs in most energy inputs (blue regions), whereas the 1st-gen RSU-G has high JSD (>0.2, yellow) for many inputs and becomes worse when the temperature decreases, which explains the poor application result quality. A key difference between these two designs is dynamic scaling for energy values in the SPU, which is not present in the 1st-gen RSU-G.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work

Our proposed framework is an important starting point towards quantifying the statistical robustness of probabilistic accelerators. This work selects the most popular metrics and estimation approaches from many within each pillar. The analysis of other metrics and methods (e.g., MCMC standard error [32]) might help identify limitations of selected metrics. The challenges of naively applying existing metrics motivate us to propose modified processes and a new metric for reporting scalar measures for sampling quality and convergence diagnostic. Our proposals are conceptually straightforward, but could benefit from domain experts developing metrics with stronger theoretical foundations. Additionally, the adequateness of rule-of-thumb $\hat{R} < 1.1$ to determine convergence is under debate [138].
5.4 Summary

In probabilistic algorithms, statistical robustness is an important aspect of correctness defined by domain experts. Current methodologies often omit statistical robustness and thus lack a comprehensive definition of correctness. This chapter represents three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. The framework, to our knowledge, is the first attempt at a comprehensive methodology for quantitatively evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators in considerations of both end-point result quality and statistical robustness. Previous work [41, 79, 87, 123] belongs to one of three proposed pillars and we argue all three pillars are needed to fully characterize statistical robustness of an MCMC accelerator. Related work is reviewed in Chapter 7.

The three pillars can inform end-users by characterizing existing hardware and inform hardware designers by guiding design space exploration. In this chapter, we apply our framework to a representative MCMC accelerator—the SPU—and surface design issues that cannot be exposed using only application end-point result quality. The SPU achieves the same application end-point result quality as the FP64 software, confirming the previous chapter, but has compromised ESS and convergence percentage that requires $2\times$ more iterations on the SPU to achieve the same statistical robustness as FP64, reducing the SPU’s effective speedup. The next chapter demonstrates the framework by using the pillars to guide design and overcome the above limitations.
Design Space Exploration with Statistical Robustness

Statistical robustness is an important characteristic of probabilistic computing and therefore should be considered during the hardware design process. The previous chapter shows that architectural optimizations might have a negative influence on the statistical robustness, even though they produce comparable end-point results as the FP64 software. A design space exploration is needed to find the design points in compliance with statistical robustness. The question is can we achieve desirable end-point result quality and statistical robustness without the commensurate overhead of FP64?

This chapter answers the above question by applying the proposed three pillars of 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit, to design space exploration. We use the SPU as a case study to expose the trade-offs between statistical robustness and area/power, with the following key results: 1) a simple 19-bit LFSR with a 12-bit RNG output does not reduce the statistical robustness or result quality across all design points; 2) considerable improvement in statistical robustness, comparable to the FP64 software, can be achieved by slightly increasing
the bit precision from 4 to 6 and removing $2^n$ approximation technique, with only 1.20× area and 1.10× power overhead. The expected 21-84× SPU speedups as a discrete accelerator compared with GPU [142] can therefore be achieved without additional iterations.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as the follows. Section 6.1 provides a case study on design space exploration in guidance of statistical robustness. Section 6.2 discusses limitations and future work. Section 6.3 summarizes the chapter.

6.1 A Case Study: SPU

We use the SPU as a case study to demonstrate design space exploration with statistical robustness. Recall the current SPU design produces good end-point result quality but compromised statistical robustness. The SPU pipeline (Figure 4.4) has several design parameters related to bit precision that potentially influence statistical robustness, including energy $E(i)$ and $E_s(i)$, scaled and truncated probability $p_{tr}(i)$, and RNG output bits. We fix energy $E(i)$ and $E_s(i)$ at 8 bits based on the previous work [87] and Chapter 3. The number of bits in $p_{tr}(i)$ considerably influences the size of the energy-to-probability converter and the discrete sampler. We evaluate three design points with 4-bit, 6-bit, and 8-bit $p_{tr}(i)$s. The influence of RNG output bits is small compared to $p_{tr}(i)$ and we confirm from our experiment that a 19-bit LFSR with 12-bit RNG outputs does not reduce the statistical robustness or result quality across all design points.

Recall the SPU truncates all $p_{tr}(i)$s to the nearest $2^n$ values, called $2^n$ approximation, enabling efficient energy-to-probability conversion by comparing the boundaries of energy values. Without $2^n$ approximation, a double-buffered 256-entry LUT is required to store the $p_{tr}(i)$ values to achieve a stall-free design. We evaluate the statistical robustness of each scaled probability design point with and without $2^n$ approximations. The above design parameters generally do not directly influence the
SPU per-iteration performance assuming the same interface at the same clock frequency. However, a design with lower precision may take more iterations to converge. On the other hand, higher precision requires more area and power affecting the number of SPU units in systems with limited area/power budget. Detailed system-level architecture investigations are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

6.1.1 Evaluating Design Parameters

Figures 6.1-6.8 show our design space results. The results are obtained from the MATLAB SPU simulator discussed in Section 5.2. For brevity, we explain stereo vision results in detail and highlight motion estimation results where needed. Starting from the current SPU design (“spu”), we analyze the statistical robustness by gradually increasing the precision: 1) replace the 19-bit LFSR sampler with an FP64 Mersenne Twister sampler while keeping the front-end pipeline unchanged (“p4a”); 2) increase the bit width of \( p_{tr}(i) \) to 6, 8-bit (“p6a” and “p8a”), with 2\(^n\) approximation; 3) remove 2\(^n\) approximation (“p4”, “p6”, and “p8”); and 4) keep front-end pipeline up to the scaled energy \( E_{sp}(i) \) output unchanged, but has an FP64 back-end for probability conversion and discrete sampling (“pd”).

Sampling Quality

Figure 6.1a shows overall ESS for stereo vision, which omits random variables with zero variance for each design, respectively. Recall this metric can create biases that benefit the software for variables with small but non-zero variance. Overall ESSs increase when more bits are added, partly as a result of fewer random variables with zero variance. Recall the SPU truncates small scaled probabilities \( p_{tr}(i) < 1 \) to zero. Adding more bits keeps more possible labels with small probabilities available to be sampled. Figure 6.1b indicates inactive percentage drops significantly when increasing \( p_{tr}(i) \) bit size from 4 to 6. Interestingly, 2\(^n\) approximation helps reduce
Figure 6.1: Stereo vision sampling quality in the design points
the inactive percentage under the same bit precision, but decreases ESS for 6-bit and 8-bit designs. Figure 6.1c shows the active ESS for the teddy dataset. Recall active ESS masks out the random variables inactive in either the software or SPU. With $2^n$ approximation, increasing bit precision does not close the gap in active ESS with the software. Without $2^n$ approximation, 6 or 8-bit $p_{tr}(i)$ have comparable overall and active ESS to software. As expected, increasing bit precision decreases the difference between overall and active ESS due to fewer inactive variables. Similar results for motion estimation are shown in Figure 6.2.

**Convergence Diagnostic**

Figure 6.3 shows the convergence percentage for stereo vision increases with the increasing bit precision. In contrast to ESS, $2^n$ approximation improves the convergence percentage under the same bit precision. Hardware with 6-bit and 8-bit $p_{tr}(i)$ with and without $2^n$ approximation produces comparable convergence percentage to software. All designs except “p4” produce the same or higher convergence percentage for motion estimation, shown in Figure 6.4. All values of convergence percentage are high (> 90%) in motion estimation.

**Goodness of Fit**

Figure 6.5 shows stereo vision RMSE results compared with software reference results. Observable lower RMSEs can be found in stereo vision art when increasing the bit precision from 4 to 6. Differences of RMSEs are hard to notice when further increasing the precision given whiskers largely overlap in most datasets. Stereo vision application end-point results in Figure 6.7 exhibit the same trends. All designs produce comparable result quality to the software in simulated annealing (optimization), consistent with the results discussed in Section 4.3. We highlight the following results for motion estimation (shown in figures 6.6 and 6.8): 1) the design parameters have
Figure 6.2: Motion estimation sampling quality in the design points
negligible influence on application end-point result quality (end-point error) except “p4” in a couple of cases, which performs observably worse; 2) all designs except “p4” produce better end-point error than the FP64 software for dimetrodon with sampling; 3) all designs produce slightly worse end-point error than the software for rubberwhale with sampling; and 4) gaps exist between the software and all hardware designs including “pd” for RMSE, but not in end-point error. These results confirm the importance of using all three pillars. Overall, optimization is more robust than sampling at producing good result quality across various designs. For both modes, increasing the scaled probability to 6 bits produces comparable goodness of fit results.
6.1.2 Evaluating RNGs

We verify that using a 19-bit LFSR sampler with 12-bits of RNG output is sufficient to provide the same statistical robustness as MATLAB default RNG \textit{mt19937ar} in any of the pillars. However, we are also interested in whether a bad RNG can be identified by the three pillars. We replace the 19-bit LFSR in the original SPU with an 8-bit LFSR (period of 255) and an 8-bit RNG output. We run the three stereo vision datasets to obtain end-point result quality, ESS, autocorrelation function, and convergence percentage. The bad-pixel percentage for pure-sampling is 36.9% for to the FP64 software.
art, 15.2% for poster, and 33.9% for teddy, all considerably worse than any of tested designs. We verify the quality degradation is not caused by fewer RNG output bits: a 19-bit LFSR with 8-bits of output has the results of 32.5% for art, 11.0% for poster, and 27.8% for teddy. Figure 6.9 shows the autocorrelation function comparison on a poster pixel location between the FP64 software with MATLAB default RNG, the SPU design with 19-bit LFSR, and an SPU design with 8-bit LFSR. Recall Equation 5.1 that autocorrelation function is a sub-step of estimating an ESS. The input to autocorrelation function is a trace of 1000 MCMC samples from each configuration. The autocorrelation function detects the repeating patterns by correlating the original input trace with its lagged copy. A peak in an autocorrelation function result
indicates a possible repeating pattern is found under that lag. The software and the SPU have similar results, whereas the design with 8-bit LFSR has strong autocorrelation, indicating the results have strong long-term dependency caused by the short period. Interestingly, the ESS in the 8-bit LFSR is higher than the software. A possible explanation is that ESS is designed for evaluating short-term dependencies in consecutive MCMC samples. The dependency on the 8-bit LFSR is respectively long-term compared with the consecutive samples. Meanwhile, the short period of 8-bit LFSR could potentially break the metric. The theory behind this phenomenon needs to be further explored. As expected, the converge percentage in the 8-bit LFSR design is significantly lower: 57.1% in art, 73.4% in poster, and 61.5% in teddy,
Figure 6.8: Motion estimation application end-point result quality in the design points

Figure 6.9: Autocorrelation function on poster pixel \((x,y) = (250,200)\). The values between blue lines can be considered as noises.
indicating the poor quality of the design. This again confirms collectively applying all three pillars beyond end-point result is necessary to evaluate correctness.

6.1.3 Area and Power

We estimate the ASIC area/power for various design points using the same method as presented in Section 4.3. Circuitry elements are written in Chisel and synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler in 15nm library [92]. Memory elements (FIFOs and LUTs) are estimated using Cacti 7 [8] in 22nm technology. The designs are verified in stereo vision art. Table 6.1 summarizes the total area/power of design points. The numbers are the sum of 15nm circuitry and 22nm memory elements. Power is estimated at 1GHz. We estimate a double-buffered 2×256-byte LUT (537 $\mu$m² and 0.32 mW) and a 64-byte FIFO (215 $\mu$m² and 0.18 mW) with 8-bit ports, and linearly scale them to target widths of 4 and 6 bits. All designs can run up to 3.3GHz, limited by the SPU energy computation stage. Increasing the SPU $p_{tr}(i)$ from 4-bit to 6-bit precision while keeping the $2^n$ approximation (“p6a”) incurs 1.09× area and 1.07× power overheads, but has considerably better statistical robustness. Removing $2^n$ approximation (“p6a”) adds double-buffered LUTs for energy-to-probability conversion, thus incurs 1.20× area and 1.10× power overheads. Despite a 10% difference in area, we advocate the 6-bit designs without $2^n$ approximation in an ASIC for better sampling quality if area is not a major concern. The benefit from further increasing the bit-precision is marginal based on the previous analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Area ($\mu$m²)</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spu</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>p4</td>
<td>2112</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p6a</td>
<td>2134</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>p6</td>
<td>2356</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p8a</td>
<td>2309</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>p8</td>
<td>2599</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 Limitations and Future Work

This chapter demonstrates a case study on applying statistical robustness to design space exploration of an MCMC accelerator. Applying the three pillars to other accelerators, applications, and models is our future work. Our proposed methodology applies to other MCMC accelerators and applications, especially for those when directly applying existing methods is difficult due to high dimensionality and potential random variables with zero empirical variance. The effects of hardware approximations are unknown for applications that require information from variables with very low variance, such as rare event simulation. However, the notion of bringing statistical robustness to the architecture design process applies to all types of accelerators, which needs more work and likely inputs from domain experts to find the right metrics and pillars. Ideally, formally proving bounds on the metrics for an accelerator could provide guarantees on statistical robustness, but is extremely difficult or impossible due to many hardware approximations techniques (e.g., truncation to zero).

6.3 Summary

Domain-defined correctness should be comprehensively evaluated when designing a specialized architecture. Statistical robustness is an essential element of probabilistic computing defined by domain experts and therefore should be considered throughout the hardware design process. This chapter explores the design space of a representative MCMC accelerator guided by the three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. We solve the design issues in statistical robustness, surfaced in the previous chapter, by slightly increasing the bit precision and removing an approximation technique. The new design point incurs $1.20 \times$ area and $1.10 \times$ power overhead, but achieves compara-
ble statistical robustness to the FP64 software, maintaining the expected speedups without additional iterations.
7

Related Work

The previous chapters present our approaches to accelerating probabilistic computing and evaluating the correctness of a probabilistic architecture. This section reviews the related work and places our contributions in the field of probabilistic computing.

7.1 Accelerating Probabilistic Computing

Efficient support for probabilistic computing requires addressing sampling overhead in computing the parameters (step-1) and drawing samples from the parameterized distribution (step-2). One approach is to accelerate the convergence of probabilistic algorithms, such as MCMC, in an entirely algorithmic perspective. For example, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [107] exploits the geometry to converge more efficiently. Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics [145] uses sub-sampling to reduce computation for large datasets. Orthogonal MCMC [91] creates multiple Markov Chains running in parallel. The combination of multiple schemes is also available [83]. Other deterministic methods, such as Expectation Propagation and Variational Bayesian, are alternatives to probabilistic methods. Although these methods are often more efficient in the applied cases, domain experts use MCMC as a conceptually straight-
forward, mathematically simple, yet accurate framework. Other algorithmic works attempt to address step-2 of sampling by optimizing the conversion from uniform random numbers to different targeted distributions, such as discrete distribution [140], normal distribution [89], and gamma distribution [88].

Another approach to accelerate probabilistic algorithms, the one we take in this dissertation, is hardware specialization. The key trade-off is generalization vs. specialization. Some previous works address step-2 of sampling by accelerating drawing samples. For example, by using thermal noise as entropy, Probabilistic CMOS (PC-MOS) [17] can build a discrete sampler parameterized by the supply voltage and noise across the chip. A Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) is needed to convert probability values to analog voltages. Some previous works utilize FPGA to generate some specific types of distributions, such as multivariate Gaussian distribution [131] and exponential distribution [6]. Recently, Tye et al. [135] uses transfer characteristics of Graphene Field-Effect Transistors (GFETs) to generate non-uniform univariate distributions. As discussed in Section 2.3, both steps of sampling need to be addressed to maximize efficiency.

Another type of hardware specialization is to in whole or in part accelerate both steps of sampling in specific algorithms and models. A compiler workflow is proposed to map probabilistic models into auto-generated accelerators [9]. A series of works propose FPGA accelerators for variations of Metropolis Hastings MCMC methods with algorithmic modifications, including Communication-Aware MCMC (CA-MCMC) [78], Custom-precision Firefly MCMC (CF-MCMC) [80], and the proposed Particle MCMC (ppMCMC) [100]. Mansinghka and Jonas [87] presents a Stochastic Transition Circuit and an FPGA implementation to efficiently update random variables within a provided graphical model. The design converts input parameters to normalized probabilities and generates samples from those probabilities. A similar accelerator in CPU-FPGA SoC is proposed by Ko et al. [66] using 32-bit
fixed-point precision. In an abstract concept, our proposed RSU-G and SPU are instances of Stochastic Transition Circuits. However, both RSU-G and SPU are full-custom, fully-functioned pipelines derived from a comprehensive architectural design space exploration for FPGA (SPU only) and ASIC. The RSU-G takes a different approach using emerging technology to efficient sampling from non-uniform distributions and providing high-quality randomness for probabilistic algorithms [142]. The SPU uses a customized CMOS discrete sampler with a simple 19-bit LFSR. For both RSU-G and SPU, a normalized probability is not needed and only the ratio of probabilities matters. The result quality analysis in Section 3.3 brings new information that using only a few unique values of scaled probability (or decay rate) is enough for the targeted applications, providing opportunities for design optimization to efficiently convert energy to scaled probability and efficiently support simulated annealing.

Other examples of specialized architecture for probabilistic computing include an FPGA Bayesian Neural Networks accelerator (VIBNN) [16], an FPGA acceleration framework for Stochastic Gradient Descent (Tabla) [84], and an ASIC accelerator for Bayesian Networks [62]. Other accelerators exist for deterministic Bayesian Inference, such as an FPGA Bayesian Computing Machine [74], and a Versatile Inference Processor for Belief Propagation [52].

The slowing down of Moore’s Law also brings opportunities to explore new technologies for improving computational efficiency. Several recent works exploit the physical properties of emerging technologies to accelerate probabilistic computing or machine learning. The proposed RSU-G utilizes single-choromophore RET networks for efficient sampling using first-to-fire [142]. Furthermore, both the aforementioned GFET and multi-chromophore RET networks are claimed to have potential to sample from a general univariate distribution [135,141] for sampling step-2 acceleration. Probabilistic CMOS can be used for Bayesian Inference [17,112]. Quantum dots
can be used to solve decision making problems such as an intractable satisfiability problem (SAT) [4] and the “tug-of-war model” (TOW) [105]. Strain-switched magneto-tunneling junctions are proposed to support causal inference [63,64]. Multiple memristor architectures are proposed to accelerate Neural Networks [3,76].

For more details, a survey of stochastic computing provided by Alaghi and Hayes can be found elsewhere [2].

7.2 Evaluation Methodologies for Probabilistic Computing

Domain experts define metrics for statistical robustness of MCMC methods. A comprehensive introduction to MCMC diagnostics is provided by Robert and Casella [120] (Chapter 12). A comparison of autocorrelation time methods, one approach to defining Effective Sample Size (ESS), is provided by Thompson [132]. An alternative ESS definition is “in the custom of survey sampling” [40,65]. A comparative review of MCMC convergence diagnostics is presented by Cowles and Carlin [26]. Multiple goodness of fit statistical tests exist, such as Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS-test), Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), a kernel two-sample test [41], a goodness-of-fit test based on Stochastic Rank Statistic (SRS) [123], etc. Previous work addresses some of these statistical metrics for MCMC accelerators. Mansinghka and Jonas [87] evaluates data input precision using KL-divergence and QQ plots. Liu et al. [79] argues using ESS/second as a performance metric for MCMC samplers. Mingas et al. [100] uses both ESS/second and KL-divergence. These metrics all belong to one of three pillars proposed in Chapter 5 and we argue all three pillars are needed to fully characterize the statistical robustness of an MCMC accelerator. The key is to find the appropriate metrics in pillars for different accelerators and applications.

Previous work provides analytical evaluation of approximation techniques. An analytical tool (Gappa++) for quantization error is proposed to help hardware design decision under limited precision [75], but does not address statistical robustness.
Theoretical studies provide error bounds for MCMC with algorithmic approximation techniques given mathematical assumptions [33, 56]. As mentioned in Section 5.1, some hardware approximations (e.g., truncation to zero) in the SPU design significantly complicate the formal proof, making it extremely difficult or impossible. Analytical and empirical studies have been done on evaluating limited precision in Neural Networks [25, 43, 49, 124].

Adopting a proper quality metric in approximate computing in general is crucial to both ensuring correctness and controlling the trade-off between quality of the results and the gains in the desired metric, e.g., performance, energy, or storage. These quality metrics include relative difference (e.g., in MapReduce and n-body simulation), peak signal-to-noise ratio and structural similarity (e.g., in x264 and image smoothing), pixel difference (e.g., in raytracer and bodytrack), energy conservation across scenes in physics-based simulations (e.g., in collision detection and constraint solving), among others [101]. These quality metrics could be used to analyze probabilistic accelerators for different applications. Furthermore, like MLPerf [95], a comprehensive benchmark for probabilistic computing is desirable. A benchmark for Bayesian Inference models is proposed for performance evaluation [143].

Finally, understanding how the quality of RNGs influences the behavior of an application is important to make a quality statement. CMOS accelerators usually use simplified RNGs: a 19-bit LFSR for the SPU, a 128-bit LFSR for VIBNN [16], a 128-bit XORshift for the Stochastic Transition Circuit [87], and a combination of 43-bit LFSR and 37-bit CASR for a CPU-FPGA SoC [66]. A sharing LFSR scheme is proposed in Muller C-elements for Stochastic Bayesian Inference [48]. Evaluations of RNGs in these works are empirical and adhoc. Empirical researches have reported “bad” RNGs can lead to biased results in Monte Carlo simulations. For example, some Lagged Fibonacci Generators (LFG) perform poorly in 2D Ising model simulations [24]. The triplet correlations in a Generalized Feedback Shift Register (GFSR)
introduce systematic errors in Blume-Capel model Metropolis updating [126]. A Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) produces significant different simulation results in organic and biological systems [23]. The link between these observations and MCMC is unknown to our knowledge. A theoretical work [134] justifies to use the full output sequence of a small RNG for MCMC sampling, referred to as Markov Chain quasi-Monte Carlo (MCQMC). Overall, inputs from domain experts significantly help hardware designers for efficient and robust probabilistic architectures.
The impending halt in CMOS scaling and the tidal wave of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning bring both tremendous challenges and opportunities for computer architects to design efficient and robust computing systems. Statistical machine learning uses probabilistic computing as a conceptually simple, interpretable, and generalized framework to solve a wide range of problems by iteratively sampling from parameterized distributions. The sampling process is often considered too slow on conventional processors due to the overhead in computing distribution parameters and drawing samples. In this dissertation, we claim a specialized architecture is necessary and feasible to efficiently support various probabilistic computing problems in statistical machine learning, while providing high-quality and robust results. We ask two questions to approach the above statement:

- What is the appropriate architecture of a stochastic processing unit to efficiently support probabilistic computing?
- What methodology should we use to evaluate correctness of a probabilistic accelerator?
We provide our answer in four successive works:

- A macro-scale prototype of the previously proposed RSU-G and a new RSU-G microarchitecture to account for issues in the previous design.
- An efficient CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) derived from RSU-G using a simple 19-bit LFSR as the RNG.
- An evaluation framework with three pillars of statistical robustness to evaluate correctness of an MCMC accelerator.
- A demonstration on using the three-pillar framework to guide design and overcome hardware limitations.

Below summarizes the contributions of this dissertation.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

In light of a promising technique to natively generate non-uniform distributions, Wang et al. [142] proposed a Resonance Energy based Sampling Unit (RSU-G) to accelerate both steps of sampling for 1st-Order Markov Random Field Gibbs Sampling. Our work starts with building a macro-scale prototype to experimentally demonstrate the RSU-G’s ability to parameterize pairwise relative probabilities and conduct a simple foreground-background image segmentation. Setting up the prototype system as a true RNG without post-processing passes 165/188 items in NIST statistical randomness test. We further explore the relationship between application result quality and RSU-G design, finding the previous RSU-G design (1st-gen RSU-G) lacks both sufficient precision and dynamic range in key design parameters to provide acceptable result quality in three computer vision applications (image segmentation, motion estimation, and stereo vision). Naively scaling the problematic parameters to increase precision and dynamic range consumes too much area and
power. By performing a design space exploration on four identified design parameters, we arrive at a new RSU-G design that achieves the comparable result quality as the 64-bit floating-point (FP64) software. The new design contains four major circuit/microarchitecture changes incurring \(1.27\times\) power overhead and equivalent area: 1) improved dynamic range, 2) a new RET circuit and peripheral circuits, 3) supporting multiple energy functions for more applications, and 4) efficient probability conversion. The new RSU-G retains the same architectural interface except for an additional support for simulated annealing and therefore maintains the sizable speedups of 1st-gen RSU-G: \(21-84\times\) as a discrete accelerator over a Titan X GPU.

The promising RSU-G could lead to a higher manufacturing cost due to an additional back-end-of-line process during fabrication. We explore the feasibility of replacing the RSU-G high-quality RET-based RNG with a conventional CMOS pseudo RNG. By evaluating six different CMOS RNGs, we unexpectedly discover that a simple 19-bit LFSR provides good end-point result quality in FP64 motion estimation and stereo vision. Using more complicated RNGs does not further improve the results while using lower quality RNGs can notably degrade result quality. Therefore, we propose a CMOS Stochastic Processing Unit (SPU) by replacing the molecular-optical device with a CMOS discrete sampler with multiple optimization techniques. The SPU design produces the same result quality as the FP64 software in the three computer vision applications. The design is flexible to be deployed on an FPGA or fabricated in an ASIC. The SPU optimized for FPGA achieves at least \(3\times\) faster in performance and \(33.7\times\) less in memory compared with an HLS baseline with FP32 probability, indicating a human-designed architecture is needed to improve efficiency. The SPU for ASIC using a 19-bit LFSR avoids area/power overhead of a complex RNG and saves 33% of area and 57% of power, compared with RSU-G.

The fact that the SPU achieves good result quality even with aggressive hardware approximations motivates us to evaluate its other important statistical properties
defined by domain experts. Current methodologies for evaluating probabilistic accelerators are often incomplete or adhoc in evaluating correctness, focusing only on end-point results (“accuracy”) or limited statistical properties. Failure to adequately account for domain-defined correctness can have adverse or catastrophic outcomes. Therefore, we claim a probabilistic architecture should provide some measure (or guarantee) of statistical robustness. We propose three pillars of statistical robustness: 1) sampling quality, 2) convergence diagnostic, and 3) goodness of fit. Each pillar has at least one quantitative empirical metric: Effective Sample Size (ESS) for sampling quality; Gelman-Rubin’s $\hat{R}$ and convergence percentage for convergence diagnostic; Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) for goodness of fit. These pillars do not require ground-truth data and collectively compare specialized hardware with FP64 software. Naively applying existing popular metrics for our purposes is challenging due to high dimensionality of the target applications and random variables with zero empirical variance. Therefore, we modify the existing methodologies for sampling quality and convergence diagnostic, and propose a new metric (convergence percentage) for convergence diagnostic. The three pillars take a first step toward defining metrics and a methodology for quantitatively evaluating correctness of probabilistic accelerators. As a case study, we demonstrate the framework in a representative probabilistic MCMC accelerator—the SPU—and discover design issues that cannot be exposed using only application result quality. The SPU provides good end-point result quality but compromised statistical robustness, reducing its effective speedup by a factor of $2\times$.

Finally, we demonstrate the benefits of using the proposed three pillars to guide design space exploration and conquer the above limitations. By investigating the design trade-offs between statistical robustness and area/power, we reveal: 1) a simple 19-bit LFSR with 12-bits of RNG output does not degrade the statistical robustness or result quality across all design points; 2) considerable improvement in
statistical robustness, comparable to the FP64 software, can be achieved by slightly increasing the bit precision from 4 to 6 and removing an approximation technique, incurring only $1.20 \times$ in area and $1.10 \times$ in power without the commensurate FP64 overhead. The SPU expected speedup of $21-84 \times$ is therefore accessible.

8.2 What’s Next?

This dissertation provides four subsequent works to explore specialized architecture and methodology in accelerating probabilistic computing. The extensions and future directions of each individual work are provided in the previous chapters. As discussed before, the key trade-off for a specialized architecture is generalization for flexibility vs. specialization for efficiency. Our work has explored architecture designs to accelerate 1st-Order MRF Bayesian Inference using Gibbs Sampling, leaning to the side of specialization. Starting from the current SPU, we provide potential directions for a generalized stochastic processing unit.

Supporting more graphical models Although 1st-Order MRF supported in the current SPU is widely used, providing more flexibility on models supports an even wider range of applications. For example, a two-layer MRF model is used for range sensing [28]. Variations of Markov Networks are used to model adverse drug events in electronic health records [10]. A Field-of-Experts (FoE) model is used for multiple image applications [122]. A flat-fading frequency-domain system model is applied to an MCMC Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) detector [46]. The challenges are to find the appropriate granularity of functional units and maintain efficiency while providing flexibility.

Supporting more algorithms/solvers The current SPU focuses on Gibbs Sampling with the support of simulated annealing for inference. A future direction can address
model training, which is learning the parameters of models (e.g., $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in Equation 4.1) to be later used for inference. A 1st-Order MRF model can be trained via Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [147]. A Binary Pairwise Markov Network can be learned by Stochastic Proximal Gradient [37] or Contrastive Divergence [77]. An FoE model can be learned via Contrastive Divergence [122]. The inner loops of these learning algorithms usually use MCMC to estimate expectations. Deciding the granularity of acceleration, inner loop sampling vs. outer loop optimization, is an important trade-off.

With generalization, new supported models, algorithms, and applications require additional quality analysis and new metrics. The metrics in the pillars of statistical robustness may need to be revisited.
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